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Summary
The neurons in the brain form a network that has been investigated for a long time. Until
now the focus in the structural analysis of biological neuronal networks has mainly been
on statistical measures like connection probabilities or large scale structure. The neural
network of Caenorhabditis elegans was reconstructed in 1986. Recent development in the
acquisition and analysis of high resolution 3d imaging data lead to a dense reconstruction
of a piece of mouse retina in 2013, from which connectivity can be inferred.
We analyzed the network that is formed by the neurons in mouse retina using measures
that already exist for network analysis. We found that second order measures and local
clustering coefficient show independence of the degree of a vertex. Measures for word
entropy and centrality were determined by a vertex’s degree. The type of a cell could
be inferred from local network measures by using support vector machines with a success
rate of 90-94%.
In the future interest will lie on measures that are specifically designed for the analysis of
real neural networks. Among them are measures for feed forward- and layer structure. We
developed measures to assess these properties and applied them to the chemical synapse
network in C. elegans. We found that the C. elegans network is more organized in feed
forward and layer structure than random reference networks.

Zusammenfassung
Die Neuronen im Gehirn bilden ein Netzwerk, das schon seit langem untersucht wird. Bis
heute lag der Fokus bei der strukturellen Analyse biologischer Netzwerke vor allem auf
statistischen Maßen wie Verbindungswahrscheinlichkeiten oder der Grobstruktur. Das
neuronale Netz von Caenorhabditis elegans wurde bereits 1986 rekonstruiert. Neue Entwicklungen in der Erfassung und Analyse von hochauflösenden 3d-Bilddaten führte 2013
zu einer Rekonstruktion eines Teils der Retina der Maus. Von dieser Rekonstruktion kann
auf das neuronale Netz zurückgeschlossen werden.
Wir haben das Retina-Netzwerk mit bereits existierenden Maßen analysiert. Wir haben
herausgefunden, dass Maße der zweiten Ordnung und der lokale Clustering-Koeffizient
Unabhängigkeit vom Grad eines Knotens aufweisen. Maße für Wort-Entropie und Zentralität waren durch den Grad determiniert. Der Zelltyp einer Zelle konnte mit Hilfe
von Supportvektor-Maschinen mit einer Erfolgsrate von 90-94% aus den Werten lokaler
Netzwerk-Maße bestimmt werden.
In Zukunft wird Interesse an Maßen bestehen, die speziell zur Analyse realer neuronaler
Netzwerke entwickelt wurden. Darunter sind Maße für Feed Forward- und SchichtStruktur. Wir haben Maße entwickelt, um diese Eigenschaften zu analysieren, und haben
sie auf das Netzwerk der chemischen Synapsen in C. elegans angewandt. Wir haben herausgefunden, dass das C. elegans-Netzwerk stärker in Feed Forward- und Schicht-Struktur
organisiert ist als zufällige Referenz-Netzwerke.
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1. Introduction
Neuroscience is a research area with great public interest. In connectomics, interest lies on
the structure of the neural network in the brain. Great progress has been made in recent
years regarding the gathering of high-resolution 3d images of nerve tissue. Additional
advances in image analysis lead to a dense reconstruction of a part of mouse retina, that
allows detailed assessment of the underlying neural network.
After a brief presentation of methods for gathering structural data and the data sets that
we will analyze in this thesis, we will analyze the neural network in mouse retina using
existing measures such as clusters, small world properties, similarity measures, centrality
and dynamical properties.
However, for many of these measures it is not clear what high or low values mean in in
the context of neuroscience. Therefore, we will continue by developing measures for feed
forward- and layer-structure (the term layer does not refer to the layers in the cortex).
We will apply these measures to the chemical synapse network in C. elegans, showing that
they are well suited to asses feed forward- and layer-structure.

1.1. Approaches for the collection of connectivity data on the mesoand macro-scale
In the past, different approaches have been pursued to gain information about neural
connectivity. Three scales can be distinguished (Craddock et al., 2013): (i) The macroscale, in which large-scale properties exceeding one cubic centimeter are assessed. (ii) The
micro-scale, in which structures on cellular resolution are analyzed. And (iii) the mesoscale, in which structural phenomena with spacial extent between micro- and macro-scale
are investigated.
On the macroscopic scale (i), physiology and activity of brain regions can be assessed by
using methods that are based on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Craddock et al.,
2013). Such methods are particularly well suited for application on human beings due to
safety, good availability and resolution in space (Craddock et al., 2013). There are two
main methods for magnetic resonance imaging (Behrens & Sporns, 2012): Diffusion tractography can be used to detect the course of bundles of axons. Resting-state functional
MRI allows inference of structural connectivity from neural activity patterns.
On the mesoscopic scale (ii), light microscopy in connection with various labeling techniques is employed (Osten & Margrie, 2013). The first staining method that was capable
of making the network structure of neural tissue visible was the Golgi staining (Golgi,
1873). In golgi staining, a silver nitrate solution is used to make single neurons and their
neurites detectable under a light microscope.
Since Golgi, staining procedures have undergone considerable development (Osten & Margrie, 2013). Today it is possible to label cells of specific type and neighboring cells using
virus labeling: Viruses are available that can pass synapses in retrograde and anterograde
direction and activate the expression of fluorescent proteins in the infected cells (Ekstrand
et al., 2008; Callaway, 2008; Ugolini, 2010; Osten & Margrie, 2013). The light emitted
by the fluorescent proteins can then be detected with a light microscope. If direction and
speed of virus spreading is known, connectivity information can be inferred without the
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need of imaging with single synapse resolution (Osten & Margrie, 2013).
Cell activation can also be assessed using light microscopy. By using whole cell recording
(Margrie et al., 2002; Hamill et al., 1981; Neher & Sakmann, 1976) in combination with
viral tracing the activation of a cell can be analyzed with respect to its retrograde connections (Rancz et al., 2011; Osten & Margrie, 2013). Another approach is to use calcium
indicators like GCaMP that increase fluorescence in the presence of calcium ions (Ahrens
et al., 2013; Akerboom et al., 2012). Calcium ions play a major role in action potentials .
Macro- and mesoscopic methods do not allow reconstruction of the complete neural network in a given piece of nerve tissue (Helmstaedter, 2013). At the same time, interest in
large-volume, dense reconstruction of nerve tissue with single neurite resolution is growing
with large-scale enterprises such as the human brain project (Markram, 2006) coming.

1.2. Compilation of dense connectomic data
The micro scale (iii) is assessable using electron microscopy.
3d-images of nerve tissue for dense reconstruction of neurons underlies requirements in
volume size and resolution (Briggman & Bock, 2012; Helmstaedter, 2013): Image resolution must be high enough to allow identification of the thinnest neurites in the tissue.
For example, dendritic spine necks in mouse nervous system can be as thin as 40 − 50nm,
mouse cortical axons can be 50nm in diameter in their thinnest parts (Chicurel & Harris, 1992; Helmstaedter, 2013). At the same time, image size must be large enough to
contain the complete neural circuit one wants to analyze. A mouse cortical column for
example can be 400µm × 400µm × 1000µm (McCasland & Woolsey, 1988), the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans can be as large as 50µm × 50µm × 1000µm (Knight et al., 2002).
There are various techniques (see figure 1) for imaging volumes of nerve tissue using electron microscopy (Briggman & Bock, 2012; Denk et al., 2012). As microscopy technique,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can be
used (Briggman & Bock, 2012).
In TEM, electrons pass the sample and are scattered by heavy metals in the sample
that have previously been applied to stain features of interest, like cell membranes. The
electrons that pass through the sample are detected, contrast is created through the scattering (Briggman & Bock, 2012). In order to make the sample traversible for electrons,
it is necessary to cut it in slices of at most 100nm before imaging (Harris et al., 2006).
In SEM, the surface of the sample is scanned with a focused electron beam and backscattered electrons are detected to create the image (Briggman & Bock, 2012). Since in
SEM the electron beam does not pass the sample, it is not necessary to cut slices before
imaging, which makes en block-scanning possible (Briggman & Bock, 2012). In en blockscanning, the sample surface is repeatedly milled, followed by imaging of the new surface.
The milling can be conducted using a focused ion beam (FIB-SEM) (Knott et al., 2008;
Heymann et al., 2006) or by removing the sample surface with a diamond knife (Denk
& Horstmann, 2004; Helmstaedter et al., 2013). In SEM, image gathering can also be
done using a pre-sliced sample. Slicing is possible automatically in an automated tapecollecting ultramicrotome (Hayworth et al., 2006)
Among the 3d imaging methods, FIB-SEM has the highest z-resolution of 5nm, while
the serial section approaches have a z-resolution of up to 30nm. SEM with diamond
knife milling has maximal z-resolution of 20nm (Denk et al., 2012; Briggman & Bock,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Methods for the acquisition of high resolution 3d imaging data (a) In serialsection electron microscopy the sample is cut in slices before scanning. (b) In focused
ion beam electron microscopy the complete sample block is inside the microscope.
After the surface has been imaged, it is removed with an ion beam. (c) Instead of
using an ion beam, the surface can be cut using a diamond knife. All images are
modified from Helmstaedter (2013).

2012). In addition to the limited z-resolution, in serial section approaches the chance of
data corruption through section distortion and folding is much higher than in en blockapproaches (Denk et al., 2012). Maximal sample size in xy-direction for FIB-SEM is
only 40µm (Knott et al., 2008; Helmstaedter, 2013). Therefore, serial block-face electron
microscopy (SBEM) using a diamond knife to mill the sample surface is currently best
suited for imaging tissue samples with size in the range of 300µm × 300µm × 300µm with
a z-resolution of up to 20nm (Helmstaedter, 2013).
After imaging, the raw data must be annotated to get a dense reconstruction of the
sample. Annotation has in the past been done mainly manually (White et al., 1986;
Helmstaedter et al., 2013). In the future, machine learning approaches and crowd sourcing will automatize and facilitate the annotation process (Helmstaedter, 2013).

1.3. Definitions and notations
We will now give definitions and notations that are used throughout the thesis. We are
not aware of literature in which weak edge paths or weak edge cycles (see definition 9)
have been used. All further definitions are from undergraduate mathematics lectures.
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Definition 1. (Network)
A network N = (V, E) is a pair consisting of a finite vertex set V and an edge set
E ⊆ {{u, v} |u, v ∈ V }.
In a directed network D = (V, E) all edges E ⊆ {(u, v) |u, v ∈ V } have a direction. An
edge (v, w) ∈ E is said to point from v to w.
For a directed network D = (V, E) there is an associated undirected network G = (V, E 0 ).
It is given by E 0 := {{u, v} |(u, v) ∈ E }.
The terms vertex and node are used synonymously. The same holds for edge and connection.
Definition 2. (Neighbor)
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected network. For a vertex v ∈ V we set N (v) := {w ∈
V | {v, w} ∈ E} to be the set of neighbors of the vertex v. In a directed network D = (V, E)
we distinguish between out-neighbors (Nout (v) = {w ∈ V | (v, w) ∈ E}) and in-neighbors
(Nin (v) = {w ∈ V | (w, v) ∈ E}).
Definition 3. (Degree)
In an undirected network we define deg(v) := |N (v)| as the number of neighbors of v. In
directed networks, we distinguish between out-degree outdeg(v) := |Nout (v)| and in-degree
indeg(v) = |Nin (v)|.
Directed and undirected networks can be represented by a matrix as follows:
Definition 4. (Adjacency matrix)
For an undirected network N = (V, E) with V = {v1 , ..., vn }, an adjacency matrix A ∈
R|V |×|V | is defined by

1 if {vi , vj } ∈ E
Aij :=
0 else
For directed networks it is defined by

Aij :=

1 if (vi , vj ) ∈ E
0 else

Note that an adjacency matrix depends on the ordering of the vertices in the network.
However, for two adjacency matrices A, A0 of the same network there is a permutation
matrix M with A0 = M T AM .
As a convention, if the vertex set is given by V = {v1 , ..., vn } (V = {1, ..., n}), we always
use the adjacency matrix A in which the ith row corresponds to vertex vi (i).
Since in an undirected network the edges have no direction, the adjacency matrix of an
undirected network is symmetric. Adjacency matrices of directed networks in general are
not symmetric.
Definition 5. (Path, cycle)
For v1 , ..., vn ∈ V the tuple W = (v1 , ..., vn ) is a path if (vi , vi+1 ) ∈ E (or, in case of a
network, if {vi , vi+1 } ∈ E) and vi =
6 vj for i 6= j.
W is a cycle if (vn , v1 ) ∈ E.
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Usually we refer to v1 as starting point and vn as endpoint of a path.
Definition 6. (Connected)
An undirected network is connected if for all v1 , v2 ∈ V there is a path from v1 to v2 .
Similarly, a directed network is strongly connected if for all v1 , v2 there is a path from v1
to v2 .
A directed network is weakly connected if its associated undirected network is connected.
The notion of weak connectedness is necessary since in some situations strong connections are too restrictive. Weak paths and cycles can be defined analogously to weak
connectedness:
Definition 7. (Weak path and weak cycle)
In a directed network, W = (v1 , ..., vn ) is a weak path if W is a path in the associated
network. If W is a cycle in the associated network, then W is a weak cycle in the directed
network.
Definition 8. (Components)
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected network. A set C ⊆ V is a component if it is connected
and if for all v ∈ V r C and w ∈ C there is no path from v to w.
In a directed network D = (V, E), a set C ⊆ V is a strong component if C is strongly
connected and no vertex in V rC can be added to C so that C remains strongly connected.
C is a weak component if C is a component in the associated undirected network.
It can happen that in a directed network a pair of vertices is connected in both directions.
In section 7 it will be necessary to distinguish which of both edges is part of a cycle or
path.
Definition 9. (Weak edge path and weak edge cycle)
Let D = (V, E) be a directed network and v1 , ..., vn ∈ V with vi 6= vj for i 6= j. For
i = 1, ..., n − 1 let {(vi , vi+1 ), (vi+1 , vi )} ∩ E 6= ∅ and ei ∈ {(vi , vi+1 ), (vi+1 , vi )} ∩ E.
Then we call P = {e1 , ..., en−1 } a weak edge path between v1 and vn . If furthermore
en ∈ {(vn , v1 ), (v1 , vn )} ∩ E we call C = {e1 , ..., en } a weak edge cycle.
The length of a weak edge path P = {e1 , ..., en−1 } is l(p) = n. The length of a weak edge
cycle C = {e1 , ..., en } is l(C) = n.
In addition, every vertex v ∈ V is a weak edge path with length 1. The corresponding weak
edge cycles are of the form (v, v).
There are several facts one should note: The length of a weak edge path or -cycle is equal
to the number of vertices in it. We define weak edge paths in an undirected way (as sets
of edges). In a weak edge path between v1 and vn the order of the edges between those
nodes is unique. This is a consequence of the fact that every vertex occurs maximally
once in the path. The same holds for weak edge cycles.
In section 5 we will present methods for generating a set of paths or cycles by randomly
piking some paths or cycles from the network. Sampling one set of paths/cycles corresponds to one realization of a random set:
Definition 10. (Random set)
Let A be a set and AP its power set. A random set is a random variable M : Ω → AP .

5
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Similarly one can define a random network as:
Definition 11. (Random network)
For a finite vertex set V a random network is a random variable
n
o

N : Ω → (V, E)|E ⊆ {v, w}|v, w ∈ V .
An instance of a random network N is one realization of it.
Note that a nonrandom network N = (V, E) can be considered a random network by
utilizing the constant mapping ω 7→ N .
At various locations of this thesis it will be necessary to count the number of elements of
a given set. For this, the characteristic function can be helpful:
Definition 12. (Characteristic function)
For a logical statement S, we set

1 if S is true
1(S) =
0 if S is false

1.4. Neural network models
Artificial neural networks can be used for pattern recognition and curve fitting. They can
be composed of perceptrons (Bishop, 2009). A perceptron (see figure 2 (a)) transforms
inputs x ∈ Rd by first applying a linear transformation wT x (w ∈ Rd ) and taking the
result as input for a nonlinear function f :
y(x) = f (wT x)
Different choices of the nonlinear function f are possible, for example a step function
f (x) = sgn(x) or a sigmoidal function f (x) = 1+e1 −t .
The output of one perceptron can be used as input for another perceptron, which leads to
a network formed by perceptrons. A multilayer perceptron (Funahashi, 1989) is a neural
network that consists of several layers of perceptrons (see figure 2b). If a set of data
points x1 , ..., xn ∈ Rd with target values y1 , ..., yn ∈ Rd is given, a feed forward network
consisting of perceptrons can be trained to output at
Pthe last perceptron a value near to
yk if xk is input. This can be done by minimizing k |ŷk − yk |. The minimization can
be conducted using gradient based methods, like error back propagation if the network is
feed forward (Bishop, 2009).
In a multilayer perceptron every layer that does not serve as in- or output-layer is called a
hidden layer. Multilayer perceptrons with one hidden layer and sigmoidal non-linearity f
are universal approximators (Funahashi, 1989), which means that every continuous function h : K → Rd with K ⊆ Rd compact can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a
multilayer perceptron with one hidden layer with respect to the maximum norm.
In a multilayer perceptron, each perceptron has its own weight vector w. Shared weights
in combination with a partial connectivity of the perceptrons can improve performance if
local features of the input data are of interest. One example of such a task is character
recognition. In convolutional neural networks (LeCun et al., 1989, 1998), the vertices in
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(b)

(a)

ŷk
f (wT x)

x1

x2

x3

x4

x1k

x2k

x3k

(c)
(d)

(e)

Figure 2: Some artificial neural networks have feed forward- and layer-structure,
others do not. (a) A perceptron. (b) A multilayer perceptron with one hidden layer.
Multilayer perceptrons are feed forward and have layer-structure. (c) A convolutional
neural network. Convolutional neural networks are feed forward and have layerstructure. Modified from LeCun et al. (1998). (d) A synfire chain. Synfire chains
have layer-structure and are feed forward. Modified from Diesmann et al. (1999). (e)
A liquid state machine. Liquid state machines are neither feed forward, nor do they
have layer-structure. Modified from Sussillo & Abbott (2012)

one layer are only connected to a local subset of the vertices in the previous layer (see
figure 2) and share weights among each other. By the local connectivity with shared
weights, local features can be detected independently of their occurrence position in the
input data.
A layered-structure has also been proposed for synfire chains (see figure 2) (Abeles,
1982, 1991; Diesmann et al., 1999). A synfire chain consists of several groups of synchronously firing neurons. Synchronous activation is propagated from downstream to
upstream groups.
While neural networks with error back propagation, convolutional neural networks and
synfire chains have a feed froward-structure, liquid state machines (Abeles, 1982, 1991;
Diesmann et al., 1999) gain computational power from a recurrent structure (see figure 2).
A liquid state machine consists of a group of recurrently connected neurons (called liquid
neurons) that receives external input. Input creates recurrent activation in the network,
output neurons are trained to recognize temporal patterns that are created by specific
inputs. While in convolutional neural networks and multilayer perceptrons the complete
input data must be present before calculation, liquid state machines can process series of
input over time.
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Part I.
Analysis of mouse retina network with
existing measures
Networks occur in many different fields. They are analyzed for example in the context of
social networks, the internet and citations of scientific articles (Newman, 2010).
There is a wide range of existing measures that are used to analyze networks. These
measures can be characteristic for a network and thereby allow comparison to different
real world networks or to random reference networks. By such comparison insight is possible about the extent in which a given network is created randomly or by non-random
processes.
In addition, in specific contexts an intuitive interpretation of some measures is possible.
For example, a scientific publication is more important the more times it is cited, i.e. the
higher its in-degree is. Highly connected subgroups in friendship-networks are associated
with different circles of friends. However, in the context of neuroscience such interpretations are missing. Therefore specific measures are needed that assess features of special
interest to neuroscience. Such measures will be developed in part II of this thesis.

2. Existing network measures and associated techniques
2.1. Degree distribution
For a given network, the degree distribution is the probability distribution of the vertex
degrees in that network (Newman, 2010):
Definition 13. (Degree distribution)
Let N be a random network (see def. 11). Let v : Ω → V be a random vertex that is
drawn uniformly from V and that is independent of N . Then the degree distribution of N
is given by
pk = P [deg(v) = k]
A nonrandom network N = (V, E) can be considered to be a constant random network
(see section 1.3). Therefore the degree distribution of a nonrandom network N is given
by
|{v ∈ V |deg(v) = k}|
.
pk =
|V |
The high degrees in many real world networks such as the world wide web or actor collaboration networks follow a power law (Barabsi & Albert, 1999). Networks in which high
degrees follow a power law are called scale free. The degree distribution of a scale free
network
is given by pk = ck −α for large k. The constant c is necessary to ensure that
P
k pk = 1
Whether or not a network is scale free can be assessed by plotting its survival function
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Figure 3: Survival functions of a scale free and a pairwise random network. (a)
Survival function of the degree distribution of a network that was created by the
preferential attachment model (see section 2.2) (Barabsi & Albert, 1999). (b) Survival function of the degree distribution in a PRN (see section 2.2) with the same
number of vertices and the same expected number of edges as the network in (a).

on a log-log-scale (see figure 3). The survival function at k is given by the probability for
a randomly chosen vertex to have degree k or greater.
In directed networks, vertices in general have different values for in- and out-degree. This
has to be taken into account when defining the degree distribution. One possible approach
is to analyze the in-degree distribution and the out-degree distribution separately. However, by separately analyzing both distributions it is not possible to investigate relations
between in- and out-degree. Therefore it can be more informative to explore the joint
distribution, where pi,j is the probability of a node having in-degree i and out-degree j
(Newman, 2010).

2.2. Random networks
As control for random effects, one can compare values for measures in real world networks
with the expected values in random reference networks (see definition 11). Several approaches can be taken to create random networks with various properties.
Pairwise random networks (PRNs) are obtained by choosing a number of vertices n, a connection probability p, and connecting every pair of vertices independently with probability
p (Gilbert, 1959). In the literature the term Erdös-Rényi-network is used synonymously
to pairwise random network. PRNs have a binomial degree distribution, given by
 
n k
pk =
p (1 − p)n−k .
k
n·(n+1)

By choosing p = 0.5 every possible network is output with equal probability 0.5 2 . For
k
large n, the degree distribution is approximately poisson (pk ≈ λk! e−λ ) (Newman, 2010).
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Figure 4: Markov chain randomization of a network. A network can be randomized by
repeatedly rewiring pairs of edges.

To create a scale-free network one can add vertices to a network one by one. One starts
with an initial set of m0 vertices. Every new vertex that is added is connected to the
existing ones by k ≤ m0 connections. The probability to connect a new vertex v to an
existing vertex w is greater the higher the degree of w in the already existing network is
). This random network model is called preferential attach(P [{v, w} ∈ E] ∼ P deg(w)
i∈V deg(i)
ment model (Barabsi & Albert, 1999).
To create a random network with arbitrary, predefined degree distribution, the configuration model can be used (Newman, 2010). Here, the degree d(i) of each node i is fixed at
the beginning by drawing it from the predefined degree distribution. Every node starts
off with deg(i) edge stubs. Then two stubs are chosen randomly and connected until no
stubs are left.
For that procedure to work, the overall number of stubs must be even. Furthermore,
during the stub joining process two vertices can be connect by more than one edge. If
that is not desired, one can restrict new connections to pairs of vertices that are not yet
connected. As a consequence of that restriction it can happen that the algorithm does not
terminate because the remaining stub pairs cannot be connected. In that case one can
start again until a network is output. Generalization to directed networks is possible by
defining in- and out-degree of each vertex separately at the beginning (Newman, 2010).
One should note that the stub joining procedure is biased (Roberts & Coolen, 2012). If
connections that join two vertices multiple times are rejected, not every network with the
initially chosen degree sequence is output with equal probability. Even if the whole process is restarted with each multiple connection, it is not known whether a bias remains.
One way to generate unbiased reference networks is to randomize a given network (Roberts
& Coolen, 2012; Coolen et al., 2009). That can be done by repeatedly switching edges: In
each randomization step one randomly chooses two edges e1 = {v1 , v2 } and e2 = {w1 , w2 }.
If possible, the network is then changed so that it does not contain e1 and e2 any more,
but instead {v1 , w2 } and {w1 , v2 } (see figure 4). The change is not possible if by switching
the edges one pair of vertices ends up with two edges connecting it. An analogous method
can be applied to randomize directed networks.
In that process, sufficient randomization steps must be done. Wong et al. (2008) state
that in an application with bipartite networks a network is sufficiently randomized when
every edge has been rewired at least once. The authors then apply five times the number
of randomization steps that is necessary to rewire every edge at least once.
By using an MCMC-approach one can create random networks with predefined other
properties such as clustering coefficient or characteristic path length (Roberts & Coolen,
2012; Coolen et al., 2009).
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2.3. Connected components
Instead of being connected, a network can consist of several components (see definition
8). Number and size of the components can be characteristic for a real world network or
instances of a random network model.
For example, in PRNs generally there is only one large component:
Theorem 14. (Largest component in PRN, Erdős & Rényi (1959); Newman (2010))
Let p be the probability that two vertices are connected and n be the number of vertices
in an instance of a PRN. If p ≤ 1, the expected size of the largest component does not
increase when n grows. If p > 1, the expected size of a largest component is proportional
to n, while the expected size of the second largest component is not proportional to n.
If a real world network is connected despite the fact that random reference networks are
not, one cause can lie in the domain the network comes from. The internet, for example,
could not serve its purpose as communication network if there were components between
which no communication was possible (Newman, 2010).

2.4. Similarity and dissimilarity
Measures of similarity or dissimilarity of pairs of vertices can be used to find subgroups
of vertices that are mutually similar to each other (see section 2.5). Several similarityand dissimilarity measures have been defined, some of which we will present.
In cosine-similarity, two vertices have a higher similarity value the more neighbors they
share (Newman, 2010):
Definition 15. (Cosine similarity)
Let N be an undirected network with V = {1, ..., n}. Then the cosine similarity of two
vertices i, j ∈ V with ||Ai ||, ||Aj || =
6 0 is defined by
scos (i, j) =

hAi , Aj i
,
||Ai || · ||Aj ||

(1)

where Ai is the i’th row of the adjacency matrix.
Cosine similarity of vertices i and j is the cosine between the two rows in the adjacency
matrix.
Another measure for the similarity of vertices v, w ∈ V is the Pearson correlation between
the rows in an adjacency matrix that correspond to v and w (Bortz, 2005; Newman, 2010).
Definition 16. (Pearson correlation)
For a ∈ Rn r {0} let norm(a) be the normalized version of a (such that the mean of all
entries is 0 and ||a||2 = 1). Then the Pearson correlation is defined by
scorr (i, j) =

hnorm(Ai ), norm(Aj )i
.
|V |

When the network is sparse, the rows in the adjacency matrix belonging to two vertices have many 0-entries in corresponding columns. This fact can have influence on the
measure, which is the case in cosine similarity. To avoid the influence, one can define a
distance measure as (Tresp, 2013):
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Definition 17. (dist00 )
For an undirected network N we define a distance measure as
X
1
dist00 (i, j) :=
1(Aik 6= Ajk ).
|V | − Oij k

(2)

Here, Oij = h1 − Ai , 1 − Aj i is the number of positions in which Ai and Aj both are 0.
By normalizing in equation 2 with the number of positions in which not both Aik and Ajk
are zero, we ensure that the measure is only influenced by positions in which at least one
of the two (Aik or Ajk ) is nonzero. For a definition of 1(·), see definition 12.
dist00 (i, j) is smaller the more common neighbors vertices i and j have. In contrast to
scos , in dist00 only positions are considered in which not both Ai and Aj are 0.

2.5. Clusters
Clustering is the task of grouping data in such a way that members of the same group
are more similar or less dissimilar to each other than members of different groups.
In network analysis, interest can lay on finding groups of vertices so that the vertices
in each group are highly interconnected with other vertices of that group. One measure
for the extent in which vertices of equal groups are interconnected is the modularity Q
(Newman & Girvan, 2004; Newman, 2010):


deg(i)deg(j)
1 X
Ai,j −
δ(ci , cj ).
(3)
Q=
2|E| i,j
2|E|
Here, δ is the Kronecker-delta which is one if the group ci of vertex i is the same as the
group cj of vertex j and 0 otherwise. deg(i)deg(j)
represents the probability of vertices i
2|E|
and j to be connected if connections are made ”at random” (see Newman (2010)). In
the network there are |E| edge stubs. The probability of one specific stub of vertex i
deg(j)
to be connected to a stub from vertex j is 2|E|−1
(Newman divides by |E|, which allows
connections of stubs to themselves). Newman argues that node i has deg(i) edge stubs,
which implies that the probability of i and j to be connected is deg(i)deg(j)
. By subtracting
2|E|
that probability from the entries Aij it is ensured that division into a single cluster yields
modularity 0. The sum is normalized by dividing by 2|E| to ensure that Q is between
−1 and 1. It is greater than 0 if there are more connections within a cluster than would
be expected if all stub pairs were connected independently and with equal probability
(Newman, 2010). One should note that in this argumentation multiple edges between
pairs of vertices are allowed.
If one wants to find groups of vertices that are similar to each other with respect to a
similarity measure s, one can adapt equation 3. Let S ∈ R|V | be a matrix with Sij = s(i, j).
Then we set
!
P
P
X
S
S
1
ik
jk
k
Qs = P
Sij − k P
δ(Ci , Cj ).
(4)
S
S
ij ij ij
ij ij
To find a maximum modularity division, simulated annealing can be used (Kirkpatrick
et al., 1983). As annealing steps one can assign vertices to new clusters and merge or split
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clusters (Guimera & Nunes Amaral, 2005). Another possible approach is to use algorithm
1 to find modularity divisions in which the modularity can not be increased by assigning
one single vertex to a new cluster.
One problem with modularity maximization is that there is a resolution limit which
prevents small modules from being detected (Fortunato & Barthlemy, 2007). One possible
approach to avoid that problem (Thiemann et al., 2010) is to consider multiple high
modularity divisions that are not necessarily local or global optima. The modules from
each high modularity distribution can then be refined by superimposing the borders of all
high modularity modules.
Algorithm 1 LocalModOpt
Input: Adjacency matrix or similarity matrix A ∈ R{ n × n}, number of clusters n.
1: procedure LocalModOpt(A, n)
2:
c = randi(n, n)
3:
changed = true;
4:
while changed do
5:
changed = f alse
6:
for k = 1, . . . , n do
7:
mods = (0, ..., 0)
8:
for cluster = 1, . . . , n do
9:
mods(cluster) = modularity(c1 , ..., ck−1 , cluster, ck+1 , ..., cn )
10:
end for
11:
maxP os = argmaxi mods(i)
12:
maxM od = max(mods)
13:
if maxM od > modularity(c) then
14:
ck := maxP os
15:
changed = true
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
end while
19: end procedure
In hierarchical clustering (Newman & Girvan, 2004), the result of the clustering procedure
is a tree with the whole network as root and single vertices as leaves. Each branching
point represents a division into clusters of the network (see figure 5). There are several
ways to construct that tree: One is to start with the leaves and then merge subsequently
two groups until one large group remains, which then is the whole network. Another is to
start with the whole network as a single group and then in each step subdivide one group
until only groups with one member, e.g. single vertices, remain.
Merging and subdividing groups is achieved by using a measure of similarity for groups.
In the first method we described to construct the tree, in every step two groups that
are maximally similar are merged. In the second method, in every step the group that
consists of two maximally dissimilar subgroups is subdivided.
At each step in the process of subdividing or merging, one has a set of groups of vertices
that correspond to a partition of the network into clusters. By controlling the number of
steps one can control the number of attained clusters.
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Figure 5: Hierarchical clustering of a network. In hierarchical clustering, a network is
subdivided into clusters until single nodes remain or clusters are merged until one
cluster, consisting of all vertices, is left.

In spectral clustering (Luxburg, 2007) the network is projected into Rn , where k-means
clustering can be applied. For a network G with adjacency matrix A let D be the matrix
with Di,i = deg(vi ) and Di,j = 0 for i 6= j. Then the network laplacian is defined by
L = D − A. We have L · (1, ..., 1)T = 0. Furthermore, if {v1 , ..., vk } is a component of G
that is not connected to the rest of the network, we also have L · a = 0 if a is a vector
with ai = 1 for i ≤ k and ai = 0 otherwise. Therefore, the unconnected components of
the network laplacian are associated to eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue 0. If
a network is connected but has highly interconnected clusters, these clusters correspond
to groups of similar values of the smallest eigenvectors of the network’s laplacian.

2.6. Clustering coefficient, characteristic path length and small world
One can define the clustering coefficient (Newman, 2010) of a vertex v as the probability
that two randomly chosen neighbors of v are connected:
Definition 18. (Local clustering coefficient)
The local clustering coefficient of a vertex v ∈ V in an undirected network is defined by
c(v) =

| {{u, w}|u, w ∈ N (v), u 6= w, {u, w} ∈ E} |
.
| {{u, w}|u, w ∈ N (v), u 6= w} |

While this is a local measure, one can also define a global clustering coefficient C for a
network as the average over all local coefficients (Newman, 2010):
Definition 19. (Global clustering coefficient)
The global clustering of an undirected network is defined by
C=

14

1 X
c(v).
|V | v∈V

2.7. Centrality

In case of directed networks one needs to specify how the direction should affect the
definition. One way to include the direction information is to only regard out-neighbors
of a vertex and consider them as connected if a connection in arbitrary direction between
them exists (Newman, 2010).
The characteristic path length of a network is the mean length of a shortest path between
two vertices:
Definition 20. (Characteristic path length)
The characteristic path length of an undirected network is defined by
L=

1 X
dij ,
|V |2 ij

(5)

where dij is the length of a shortest path between vertices i and j (Newman, 2010). The
characteristic path length for unconnected networks is ∞.
Global clustering coefficient and characteristic path length can be combined to one measure regarding the small world character of a network (Humphries & Gurney, 2008):
Definition 21. (Small world number)
Let C and L be the global clustering coefficient and the characteristic path length of a
given undirected network N . Let N be a random network and let Crand be the expected
clustering coefficient and Lrand be the expected characteristic path length of N . Then the
small world number of N with respect to N is given by
S :=

C
L
Crand
Lrand

.

A network is small-world with respect to N if S > 1.

2.7. Centrality
Vertices with central positions in the network can play an important role for the network.
For example, to prevent epidemics it is important to inoculate people who have much
contact to others. With centrality measures one can assess the degree in which a node is
in a central position. There are several approaches for that issue.
The degree centrality of a node is given by it’s degree:
Definition 22. (Degree centrality)
Let N = (V, E) be an undirected network. For a vertex v ∈ V the degree centrality is
given by
cd (v) = deg(v).
In directed networks, in general one gets different values for in-degree and out-degree
centrality. Which of both yields more information depends on the context in which they
are used.
In degree centrality of a node v the centrality of v’s neighbors is not taken into account
when calculating v’s centrality. To circumvent this effect, one can calculate the eigenvector
centrality of vertices in a network:
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Definition 23. (Eigenvector centrality)
Let N = (V, E) be an undirected network, V = {1, ..., n}. We denote the largest eigenvalue
of its adjacency matrix by κ and the corresponding eigenvector by w. Then, the eigenvector
centrality of a node vi ∈ V is given by the ith component of w. To get a unique measure,
w
one can instead of w consider ||w||
.
While so far the focus has been on the immediate neighbors of a vertex, one can regard
centrality as a more global property. We define the mean geodesic distance of a vertex i
as (Newman, 2010):
Definition 24. (Mean geodesic distance)
Let N be a network. Then the mean geodesic distance is given by
1 X
dij ,
g(i) :=
n−1 j
where dij is the length of a shortest path from vi to vj .
The mean geodesic distance is a periphery measure which takes smaller values the more
central a vertex is. If the network is unconnected, every vertex has mean geodesic distance
∞.
To define a centrality measure based on geodesic distances that is not trivial for unconnected networks, we set
1 X 1
.
cc (v) :=
n − 1 j dij
Here, a node i is central if cc (i) is large. cc is called the closeness centrality of vertex i
(Newman, 2010).
Another measure for centrality that employs global network features is betweenness centrality. It is useful when shortest paths between vertices are considered more important
than other, longer paths. A vertex has higher betweenness centrality the more shortest
paths it is part of:
Definition 25. (Betweenness centrality)
Let N be a network. Then the closeness centrality of a vertex v ∈ V is given by
X nvs,t
,
cb (v) =
ns,t
s,t∈V
where nvs,t is the number of shortest paths from s to t that pass through v and ns,t is the
total number of shortest paths from s to t (Newman, 2010). If ns,t = 0, we set

nis,t
ns,t

= 0.

The betweenness centrality can be normalized by dividing with n2 .
If the network is large, it can happen that it is unfeasible to compute all shortest paths
due to the high number of shortest paths in the network. In that case, one can instead
define (Newman, 2010)
Definition 26. (Simple betweenness centrality)
In an undirected network N , the betweenness centrality of a vertex v ∈ V is defined by
csb (v) = |{{s, t}|v lies on a shortest path between s and t}|.
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2.8. Second order measures
A second order measure is the mean of the measure among neighbors of a given vertex.
Second order measures can be used to assess whether there are vertices in the network
that have more connections to nodes with certain properties than one would expect by
chance. If for example a web page is about advertising interesting, but little observed
sites, its second order centrality is small.
In section 3 we will analyze three second order measures:
Definition 27. (Mean neighbor degree, mean cosine similarity and dist00 to neighbors)
Let N be an undirected network. Then the mean neighbor degree of a vertex v ∈ V is
defined by
X
1
deg(v) =
deg(w).
|N (v)|
w∈N (v)

The mean cosine similarity of v to its neighbors is
X
1
scos (v, w)
scos (v) =
|N (v)|
w∈N (v)

and the mean dist00 to its neighbors is
dist00 (v) =

X
1
dist00 (v, w)
|N (v)|
w∈N (v)

2.9. Entropies
Apart from structural properties, networks can have dynamical properties. For specific
random network models one can analyze properties of classes of dynamics that run on
such networks. For example, Wittmann et al. (2013) analyze dynamics corresponding to
quantitative boolean models on kaufmann networks and assess dynamical features such
as the asymptotic mean state of nodes.
A more exploratory approach can be taken for real world networks: Here, one can specify
rules for a dynamical process, run the dynamics and analyze the results. For example,
Marr et al. (2007) use cellular automatae to simulate a dynamical process. At each time
step t each node v has a state sv (t) ∈ {0, 1}. Vertices with state 1 are called active,
vertices with state 0 are called inactive. For each vertex the state in the next time step
changes if at least a certain fraction of its neighbors is active:
P
(
(v) sw (t)
<κ
sv (t) if w∈N
|N (v)|
P
.
(7)
sv (t + 1) =
w∈N (v) sw (t)
1 − sv (t) if
≥
κ
|N (v)|
Here, κ ∈ [0, 1] is a threshold that must be chosen before analysis. The initial states can
for example be assigned randomly to the vertices.
Before starting the dynamics one can additionally assign random weights ωvw to the edges.
In that case, the update rule becomes
P

sw (t)·ωvw
 sv (t) if w∈N
P (v)
<κ
ωvw
N
(v)
P
sv (t + 1) =
.
(8)
s
(t)·ω
w
vw
1 − sv (t) if w∈N
P (v)
≥
κ
ωvw
N (v)
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The resulting dynamics can be analyzed using shannon- and word-entropy. To do so, one
first runs the dynamic for a fixed number T of time steps. Then the activation pattern is
analyzed.
Definition 28. (Shannon entropy)
Let p1v be the fraction of time steps t ≤ T where sv (t) = 1 and p0v the fraction of time steps
where sv (t) = 0. Then the shannon-entropy (Marr et al., 2007) of v is defined by

s(v) = − p0v log2 (p0v ) + p1v log2 (p1v ) .
(9)
The shannon entropy is near 1 if a vertex is active in approximately half of all time steps.
It is near 0 if almost all states of a vertex are active or almost all are inactive.
For the word entropy (Marr et al., 2007) constant sequences of different lengths are analyzed. For a node v let a constant sequence be a sequence tk , ..., tk+m of time steps with
sv (ti ) = sv (tj ) for i, j ∈ {tk , ..., tk+m } and sv (tk−1 ) = 1 − sv (tk ) = sv (tk+m+1 ).
Definition 29. (Word entropy)
Let p̃m
v be the fraction of constant sequences of length m among all constant sequences in
the activation series of v. Then we define the word entropy as
X
m
w(v) = −
p̃m
(10)
v log2 (p̃v ).
m

The word entropy is small if almost all constant words have the same length.
By running several instances of the dynamic with different initial activation values for the
vertices one can calculate for each node its individual mean shannon and word entropy.

2.10. Support vector machines
In section 3.11 we will use support vector machines to infer the type of a cell by values of
local measures. For that, we will use support vector machines.
A support vector machine is a concept from machine learning and can be used for classification tasks (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995; Alpaydin, 2008). Let D = {x1 , ..., xn } ⊆ Rd be a
set of mutually different training data points with corresponding classes C = {c1 , ..., cn }
with ci ∈ {−1, 1}. Suppose that the data points of the two classes are linearly separable.
A support vector machine finds a hyperplane that has maximal distance to its nearest
training data points. That hyperplane is defined by the normal vector w ∈ Rd and onset
w0 ∈ R with ||w|| being minimal such that
ck (wT xk + w0 ) ≥ 1.

(11)

If the two classes are not linearly seperable, one can introduce slack variables ζ =
(ζ1 , ..., ζn ) ≥ 0 to allow for exceptions from equation 11. In that case, the condition
becomes
ck (wT xk + w0 ) ≥ 1 − ζk .
(12)
P
We now look for w ∈ Rd , w0 ∈ R and ζ such that for a given C > 0 ||w|| + C · ζi is
minimal. C is introduced to find a good compromise between over-fitting and classification
complexity.
The class of a new data point x can be inferred by considering wT x + w0 : If wT x + w0 ≥ 0,
x is classified as belonging to class 1, otherwise x is classified as belonging to class -1.
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Figure 6: Adjacency matrix of the retina-network Adjacency matrix of the network that
is formed by the ganglion, amacrine and bipolar-cells in the mouse retina.

3. Results of the retina data set analysis
We conducted an analysis of the neural network in mouse retina with measures from section 2.
For the local measures (centralities, second order measures, local clustering coefficient and
entropies) we will report mean and standard deviation in the form m ± sd. In addition
we report p-values for ANOVAs to test for significant difference between means of MCRN
vs. retina network and PRN vs. retina network. They are reported together with the
means, so that every mean of PRNs and MCRNs is reported as m ± sd, p = .
We aim for an overall significance niveau of α = 0.01. Since for every local measure we
conduct two significance tests, we apply Bonferroni correction for multiple test correction.
Therefore tests with p < 0.005 = α2 are considered significant.
In each ANOVA, one sample consisted of the respective local measure for the vertices in
the retina networks. For the other sample we chose 835 values uniformly at random from
the values of all vertices in all instances of PRNs (or MCRNs if comparing to MCRNs)
for which we had calculated the local measure.

3.1. Retina data set and previous results that are derived from it
The mouse retina imaging data was acquired using serial block face electron microscopy
(Helmstaedter et al., 2013). After imaging, the skeletons of cells in the imaged data set
were traced manually, dense reconstruction was achieved by using automated segmentation. From the dense data, the sizes of areas where cells touched each other could be
assessed automatically. The result of the assessment was a matrix M ∈ R1123×1123 which
had as entry Mij the total size of all contact areas between cells i and j that were smaller
than 5µm2 . See figure 6 for a binarized version of M that is restricted to amacrine, bipolar and ganglion cells. Larger contact areas were excluded since they were assumed to
correspond to touching somata (Helmstaedter et al., 2013).
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In the retina, glia-, bipolar-, amacrine-, ganglion-, photoreceptor- and horizontal-cells
are present (Dowling, 2012). Glia-cells do not take part in neural computation, but
play a supportive role, for example by regulating the extracellular environment in the
retina. Photoreceptor cells convert light into neuronal signals. Horizontal cells cross-link
the photo-receptors. Neural computation is conducted in the network that is formed by
amacrine-, bipolar- and ganglion-cells. The ganglion-cells project into the central nerve
system.
In the retina data set, ganglion-, amacrine-, bipolar-, glia- and horizontal-cells were distinguished. These general cell-types were sub-classified into altogether 76 detailed cell
types and one orphan-category, containing all cells that had a unique subtype which was
not shared by other cells. The classification of cells was done using neurite density and
depth in the inner plexiform layer, lateral branching pattern and connectivity information
(Helmstaedter et al., 2013).
Analysis of the retina data set lead to discovery of a a new cell type, XBC. It showed
that the availability of 3d high resolution imaging data supports cell type classification: If
labeling is dense, no cells and therefore no cell types can be missed in the classification. It
is possible to compare the shape of neurites among cells within one single block of nerve
tissue, so that no comparison of cells from different samples is needed. The assessment of
tiling and mosaic formation is possible and the availability of information about contact
areas can give support in the classification of cells (Helmstaedter et al., 2013).
For several subtypes the exclusion of connections was possible (Helmstaedter et al., 2013),
which gives support against Peter’s rule. Peters rule states that synapses are formed when
cells are near to each other (Peters, 1979).
Connectivity could be related to function. For example, stronger reactions to darkening
spots than to lightening spots of some ganglion cells are related to their structure of inhibitory and excitatory inputs (Helmstaedter et al., 2013).

3.2. Construction of an adjacency matrix
The raw data from which we build the adjacency matrix is a matrix M ∈ R1123×1123 (see
section 3.1). A binarized version that is restricted to amacrine, bipolar and ganglion cells
is shown in figure 6. The entry Mij corresponds to the total contact area of cells i and j
in the block of mouse retina nerve tissue from which the data was extracted, excluding
contacts that result from touching somata (Helmstaedter et al., 2013). We will restrict
our analysis to the network that is formed by amacrine-, bipolar- and ganglion-cells.
Since the focus of this thesis lies on the structure of the neural network, we transformedM
into an adjacency matrix with entries Aij ∈ {0, 1}. Not all contacts of two neurons
represent a synapse (Briggman et al., 2011; Mishchenko et al., 2010). Therefore we did
not consider all cells with nonzero contact area as connected. Instead, for a pair of neurons
we only assumed a connection if their contact area is larger than 10−1 µm2 (see figure 7).
The resulting network (the retina network) consists of 840 vertices. 36 of the vertices
corresponded to ganglion cells, 353 to amacrine cells and 451 to bipolar-cells. In the retina
network there are 50451 undirected edges. It should be noted that although synaptic
connections are directed, our data is undirected since it is based on contact areas as
indicator for synapses.
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Figure 7: Contact area sizes and degree distribution in the retina data. (a) Histogram
of all nonzero values in the retina contact area matrix of amacrine-, bipolar- and
ganglion-cells. (b) Degree distribution in the retina network and in a PRN. (c)
Degree distribution of vertices corresponding to the general cell types separately. Xaxis: Degree, y-axis: Number of cells. (d) Survival function of the degree distribution
in the retina network.

3.3. Random reference networks for the retina network
For the retina network analysis we used two random network models. Pairwise random networks (PRNs) were analyzed in all analysis steps. They were created to match
the connection probability of the retina network. The connection probability is 0.143
|E|
(= |{{v,w}|v,w∈V
) if all amacrine, bipolar and ganglion cells in the retina are considered
}|
and 0.145 if zero-degree vertices in the retina network are excluded. In the later parts
of the analysis we also used Markov chain randomized networks (MCRNs). They were
created by repeatedly switching edges as described in section 2.2.
There are two reasons to choose MCRNs instead of networks created by the configuration
model: The first is that MCRNs are known to be unbiased (see section 2.2). The second
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is that the stub joining procedure did not terminate when we tried to create networks
with equal degree distribution to the retina network but without multiple edges between
two vertices. It always ended with a set of stubs that could not be connected.
When randomizing the retina network (see section 2.2), the mean number of randomization steps until every edge was rewired is n = 1.5 · 106 . We applied 2 · 107 randomization
steps to the original retina network, which is about 13 · N to ensure sufficient randomization. Among the 1000 MCRNs that we produced, no instance contained edges that had
not been switched at least once.

3.4. Degree distribution
The degree distribution in the retina data differs from the distribution in corresponding
PRNs (see figure 7b). While by construction both have the same mean degree (121, with
connection probability p = 0.143), the range of degrees in the retina (standard deviation
σ = 92) is greater than in pairwise random networks (σ = 10.1). The retina degree survival function is not part-wise linear (figure 7d).

3.5. Components
The retina network consists of one component that is made up by all vertices with nonzero
degree. Only the neurons without connections are not part of that component. There are
5 vertices in the retina network with degree zero (for explanation, see section 4). Among
1000 instances of a PRN, no instance had more than one component or vertices with
degree zero. In all 1000 MCRNs only the zero degree vertices remained unconnected to
the network, while all other vertices formed a connected component.
For many of the following measures it is necessary that vertices are part of the same
component. Therefore we restricted the analysis from now on to neurons with at least
one connection. The retina without zero degree vertices has 835 vertices, a mean degree
of 121 and a connection probability p = 0.145.

3.6. Clusters
Due to a shorter computation time in comparison to simulated annealing we used algorithm 1 to find minimal modularity divisions of the vertices into groups. In the algorithm,
modularity(c) is the modularity (Q or Qs , see section 2.5) of the input matrix A when
the clusters c are considered.
For three clusters, PRNs have an average minimal modularity of 0.073. For MCRNs the
mean minimal modularity is 0.061. Both network types have a smaller modularity than
the retina network (.239). For two clusters the results are very similar: The modularity
in the retina (.211) is higher than those in PRNs (.06) and MCRNs (.051). Optimal
sortings for maximal modularity clusters of the retina network and one instance of PRN
and MCRN are shown in figure 8.
In addition to the modularity, we analyzed the distribution of the cells of different cell
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Figure 8: The retina network is more clustered regarding modularity Q than random
reference networks. The adjacency matrix of the retina network and one instance
of PRN and MCRN sorted for maximization of the modularity Q. Every nonzero
entry in the corresponding matrix is marked by a black, blue or red dot. The black
figures (left) correspond to the retina, blue (middle) stands for PRN and red (right)
for MCRN. (a) Retina network adjacency matrix, sorted for modularity maximization
in two clusters. (b) A PRN adjacency matrix, sorted for two clusters. (c) A MCRN
adjacency matrix, sorted for two clusters. (d) Retina network adjacency matrix,
sorted for modularity maximization in three clusters. (e) A PRN adjacency matrix,
sorted for three clusters. (f) A MCRN adjacency matrix, sorted for three clusters.

types among the clusters. In the modularity-maximal division into three clusters of the
retina network vertices, each cluster contains cells of each type (figure 9). To get a more
detailed view, we analyzed the distribution of each detailed cell type among the clusters
(figure 9). The type numbers correspond to the cell type labels in Helmstaedter et al.
(2013).
In the division into 3 clusters we found 9 cell types having more than 32 of their cells in
the same cluster. Two of these cell types have at least five members among cells in the
retina network, namely type 51 (13 nodes) and type 65 (9 nodes). The remaining 7 cell
types (types 12, 25, 26, 30, 39, 43 and 48) have four or less members in the retina data
set.
Analogously, in the division into two clusters in each cluster cells of every cell type were
found. Regarding detailed cell types, there are 10 cell types having more than 43 of their
members in the same cluster. Among them five types have more than four members in
the complete retina data set, namely type 28 (7 members), type 51 (13 members), type
57 (5 members), type 65 (9 members) and type 66 (7 members). The remaining five cell
types (3, 25, 26, 48 and 53) have less than five members in the retina data set. All other
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Figure 9: Only few cell types concentrate their members in one cluster. Distribution
of cells of different cell types among a two-cluster division using modularity Q (a), a
three-cluster division using modularity Q (b), a two-cluster division using modularity
Qs (c) and a two-cluster division using modularity Qs (d). On the y-axis is the
detailed cell type. The color code corresponds to the fraction of cells of the respective
detailed type in the respective cluster. (e-i) show the skeletons of cells of type 28 (e),
51 (f), 57 (g), 65 (h) and 66 (i) in the nerve tissue block from which the connectivity
data was comprised. Only those cell types concentrate their members in one cluster
and have more than 4 members. Cell type labels correspond to the labeling in
Helmstaedter et al. (2013). (e-i) modified from Helmstaedter et al. (2013).
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Figure 10: The retina network is more clustered regarding modularity Qs than random reference networks. Cosine similarity matrices of retina network and one
instance of PRN and MCRN sorted for clusters that resulted from maximization
of the cosine modularity Qs . The black figures (left) correspond to the retina, blue
(middle) stands for PRN and red (right) for MCRN. The color intensity corresponds
to the the cosine similarity of the respective pair of vertices. (a) Division into 2
groups in retina. (b) Division into 2 groups in PRN. (c) Division into 2 groups in
MCRN. (d) Division into 3 groups in retina. (e) Division into 3 groups in PRN. (f)
Division into 3 groups in MCRN.

types have four or less members.
Additionally we searched for clusters with high cosine similarity within clusters (see figure
10). To do so we again used algorithm 1.
For two clusters the retina-network has a larger value for Qs (.111) than PRNs (.011)
and MCRNs (.013). The clusters in case of cosine similarity differ from the clusters with
maximal modularity Q in 46 neurons. There are 8 cell types with more than 34 of their
nodes in one cluster (figure 9). Two of them have more than 4 nodes, namely cell type
57 (5 members) and 65 (9 members). The remaining cell types have four or less members
(types 12, 25, 26, 39, 43 and 48).
For three clusters the retina matrix has Qs = 0.115, while PRNs (.013) and MCRNs (.015)
have a smaller value. 114 neurons did not remain in the same clusters as in the previous
3-cluster division. There are 8 cell types that concentrate more than 23 of their nodes in
one cluster (figure 9). Among them, two types had more than 4 members, namely type
57 (5 members) and type 65 (9 members). The remaining 6 cell types (types 12, 25, 26,
47, 48 and 53) have less than five members in the retina data set.
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3.7. Clustering coefficient, characteristic path length and small world
The mean local clustering coefficient (figure 11) in the retina is with 0.55 ± 0.13 significantly greater than in PRNs (0.14 ± 6.5 · 10−3 , p = 0) and in MCRNs (0.38 ± 0.06,
p = 1.6 · 10−193 ). Note that the mean local clustering coefficient is the same as the global
clustering coefficient.
The characteristic path length is 1.9 for all network types. In comparison to PRNs we
get a small world value of 3.7. For MCRNs the value is 1.4.

3.8. Centrality
The mean of eigenvector centralities (figure 11a) for PRNs (0.035±2.9·10−3 , p = 9.4·10−18 )
is significantly greater than the mean in the retina network (0.029±0.02). The mean eigenvector centrality in MCRNs is 0.028 ± 0.019 (p = 2.3 · 10−2 ).
For betweenness centrality we used the simple version (equation 6). The betweenness
centrality (figure 11c) for PRNs (7.1 · 103 ± 1 · 103 , p = 2.4 · 10−3 ) is significantly smaller
than in the retina network. The mean betweenness centrality is 8.4 · 103 ± 1.3 · 104 in the
retina network and 8.9 · 103 ± 1.3 · 104 (p = .49) in MCRNs. In the retina network, there
were 194 vertices with a centrality higher than 104 . 32 of those 194 vertices correspond
to ganglion cells and 162 are amacrine cells
The mean geodesic distances (figure 11b) are 1.9 ± 0.12 in the retina network, 1.9 ± 0.12
(p = 5.7 · 10−2 ) for MCRNs and 1.9 ± 0.01 (p = 1.7 · 10−4 ) for PRNs. The mean geodesic
distance is significantly smaller in PRNs than in the retina network.

3.9. Second order measures
The distribution of mean degree of neighbors (figure 11d) has a mean of 201 ± 22 for the
retina network and 203 ± 21 (p = .64) for MCRNs. The distribution for PRNs has a mean
of 122 ± 0.86 (p = 0). The mean degree of neighbors in PRNs is significantly smaller than
in the retina network.
The neurons in the retina have a significantly higher mean cosine similarity (figure 11e)
to their neighbors (mean: 0.38 ± 0.067) than MCRNs (mean: 0.26 ± 0.07, p = 1.6 · 10−187 )
and PRNs (mean: 0.15 ± 8.7 · 10−3 , p = 0).
For dist00 (figure 11f), the distributions are mirror-inverted as compared to cosine similarity: Means are 0.79 ± 0.058 (retina), 0.87 ± 0.052 (MCRNs, p = 9.3 · 10−132 ) and
0.92 ± 5.9 · 10−3 (PRNs, p = 0). The retina network has a significantly smaller mean than
both reference networks.

3.10. Entropies
For the initial activations we assigned a random state to each vertex. The probability
of an active state was set to be the threshold κ. Every vertex was set to be active with
probability κ independently from all other vertices. For each dynamic with weighted
edges, we chose the weights uniformly and independently between 0 and 2. We did not
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Figure 11: For local measures the distribution differs between the retina network
and random reference networks. Distributions of some local measures. For
PRN and MCRN, the distribution of one instance of the random network model
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Figure 12: Distribution of local measures among the cell types. In each plot, the top
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run dynamics with cell-type specific weights.
First we assessed the influence of the threshold κ on the dynamic. For that, we ran 16 dynamics with weighted and 16 dynamics with unweighted edges for κ ∈ {.40, 0.41, ..., 0.47}.
We observed two different types of dynamical patterns (figure 13): One pattern we call
periodic. When a dynamic has a periodic pattern, there is a time point from which on
almost all nodes do not change their state any more. Only few neurons have an oscillating activation pattern. The periodic pattern occurred in more than 50% of the dynamics
with κ ≥ 0.45. In the non-periodic pattern, no trivial periodic activation pattern can be
observed. For κ = 0.44 most dynamics stayed non-periodic (in the retina network 940 for
weighted edges, 992 for unweighted edges in 1000 dynamics). We chose κ = 0.44 for our
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Figure 13: In cellular automatae, periodic and non-periodic dynamics can be distinguished. Examples for periodic and non-periodic dynamics. Active nodes are
marked with a black dot. (a) Non-periodic dynamic. (b) Periodic dynamic.

calculations to ensure that the dynamics did not become trivial.
For the retina network, we ran 1000 dynamics with weighted and unweighted edges. For
each dynamic, we calculated 10,000 time steps. For comparison to random reference networks, we ran 20 dynamics of each type (with weighted and unweighted edges) on 100
different instances of PRNs and MCRNs.
The periodic dynamics could be detected by counting the number of active time steps for
the neurons in the last 100 time steps. If there were more than 40000 active positions
(i.e. total number of activities among those time steps), the dynamic was non-periodic.
If there were less active positions, the dynamic was periodic. This was the case in all
1000 dynamics for weighted and unweighted edges that we ran with κ = 0.44 in the retina
network, all 16 dynamics with weighted edges and κ = 0.45 and all 16 dynamics with
unweighted edges and κ = 0.45 in the retina network. We excluded all dynamics with less
than 40000 activations in the last 100 time steps from our analysis, assuming that they
were periodic.
For word entropy with unweighted edges the means are 0.58 ± 0.28 (retina), 0.55 ± 0.05
(PRN, p = 6.4 · 10−4 ) and 0.56 ± 0.28 (MCRN, p = 6.4 · 10−2 ). For word entropy with
weighted edges we got 0.71±0.27 (retina), 0.67±0.03 (PRN, p = 2.4·10−6 ) and 0.69±0.26
(MCRN, p = 6.1 · 10−2 ). In both cases, PRNs have a significantly smaller mean word
entropy than the retina network.
The mean shannon entropy with unweighted edges was 1±5.2·10−5 for the retina network,
1 ± 3 · 10−5 (p = 0.36) for PRNs and 1 ± 3 · 10−5 (p = 5.7 · 10−15 ) for MCRNs. In the case
of shannon entropy with weighted edges we got for the retina network a mean of 1 ± 10−5 ,
1 ± 6 · 10−5 (p = 1.2 · 10−2 ) for PRNs and 1 ± 5.3 · 10−5 (p = 1.2 · 10−5 ) for MCRNs. The
mean shannon entropy is greater in MCRNs. The difference is 1.5 · 10−5 with unweighted
edges and 1.2 · 10−5 with weighted edges.
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Figure 14: The word entropy distribution in the retina network is the same as the
distribution in MCRNs. Distributions of word-entropies. For PRN and MCRN,
the distribution of one instance of the random network model is shown. X-axis:
entropy, y-axis: Number of vertices. (a) Word entropies in unweighted network.
(b) Word entropies in randomly weighted network.

3.11. Identification of cell types using local connectivity measures
Helmstaedter et al. (2013) propose a classification of detailed cell types in the retina using
the location of the neurites in the inner plexiform layer of the retina. Based on a classification of the general cell types, the detailed types can be assessed automatically. In
order to provide an automatic classification of the general cell types, we will analyze the
performance of several machine learning approaches for general cell type classification.
We employed machine learning approaches to classify the amacrine, bipolar and ganglion
cells in the retina network. The classification was based on the local measures which we
calculated in the previous sections. We used a support vector machine (see section 2.10)
to construct a separating hyperplane, support vector machines with radial basis function
kernels to allow more complex separations than linear separations and nearest neighbor
classification with Euclidean norm. In matlab, radial basis function kernels of the form
−1
2
k(x, y) = exp( 2σ
2 · ||x − y|| ) are used (MathWorks, 2013).
In the case of the separating hyperplane and support vector machines, we trained one
classifier for each cell type. For all machine learning approaches we used the algorithms
implemented in the machine learning toolbox in matlab.
We included the degree, local clustering coefficients, centrality measures (eigenvector-,
closeness- and betweenness-centrality), second order measures (cosine similarity, dist00 to
neighbors and mean neighbor degree), word entropies (weighted and unweighted edges)
and shannon entropies (weighted and unweighted edges) in the analysis. Before model
training, we normalized each measure to have mean 0 and variance 1.
There were 36 ganglion cells, 353 amacrine cells and 446 bipolar cells present in the data,
overall 835 cells. We randomly divided these into two equally sized groups to gain a
training set and a test set. To assess the optimal parameters for the radial basis function
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and the number of nearest neighbors, we divided the training set into three subgroups
to employ cross validation. We chose only three groups to ensure a decent number of
ganglion cells in each group.
In order to find classifiers with optimal accuracy, we chose 7 neighbors for nearest neighbor classification. For ganglion cells we chose σ = 0.3 as parameter for the radial basis
function. For amacrine and bipolar cells we used σ = 1. The parameter choices were made
by visual inspection of the accuracy in the cross validation in figure 16. True positive rate
and false positive rate of the cross validation results can be found in figure 17.
The linear classifier for amacrine cells classified 91% (success in training-data: 92%) of
all cells in the test set correctly (see figure 18). In case of bipolar cells the success rate
was 95% (96%), and for ganglion cells 75% (76%) were labeled correctly. The support
vector machine judged the membership regarding ganglion cells in 94% (99%) correctly.
For amacrine cells the success rate was 91% (93%) and for bipolar cells 94% (97%). The
nearest neighbor classifier recognized 86% (100%) of the cell types correctly.
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Figure 17: True- and false-positive rates in cell type classification. The performance
of support vector machines with rbf-kernel and nearest neighbor classifier differs
depending on the parameters that are used in those machine learning approaches.
(a) True positive rate with several parameters σ for the radial basis function in
support vector machine. (b) False positive rate with several parameters σ for the
radial basis function in support vector machine. (c) True positive rate for nearest neighbor classification with different numbers of nearest neighbors considered.
(d) False positive rate for nearest neighbor classification with different numbers of
nearest neighbors considered.
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Figure 18: Comparison of test- and training performance in cell type classification
with optimal parameters. Performance of the classifiers in test- and trainingdata. On the left is the accuracy (light blue: Test, dark blue: Training). On
the right are confusion matrices. (a) Performance of the three linear classifiers for
ganglion, amacrine and bipolar cells. (b) Performance of the three support vector
machine classifiers for ganglion, amacrine and bipolar cells. (c) Performance of the
nearest neighbor classifier.
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Figure 19: Neurons with highest and lowest degrees. The highest degrees in the retina
network are 462 (cell 11) (a), 486 (cell 19) (b) and 489 (cell 281) (c). The axons
of cells 721 (d) and 733 (e) exit the nerve tissue block. As a result, both cells have
degree zero. Modified from Helmstaedter et al. (2013)

4. Discussion of retina network analysis
4.1. Construction of an adjacency matrix
We binarized the contact area matrix given by Helmstaedter et al. (2013) (see section
3.2). The choice of the threshold might have had an impact on the analysis results.
A thorough analysis of the influence of the threshold is therefore interesting for future
research. However, one problem with smaller thresholds is the computation time, which
grows with the number of edges.
The fact that in contrast to PRNs and MCRNs the retina network contains zero degree
vertices (section 3.5) is due to cells which have axons that exit the nerve tissue block from
which the data was created (see figure 19). Therefore, excluding zero degree vertices from
the analysis can be seen as controlling for that artifact.
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4.2. Degree distribution
The absence of a linear part in the survival function of the retina network degree distribution (see section 3.4) suggests that the retina network is not scale-free. The great range
of the degrees, especially the high number of low degree vertices, might be partly due to
cells that are not completely contained in the nerve tissue block from which the data was
generated, as discussed in section 4.1. The absence of a power law degree distribution
suggests that neurons in the retina do not preferentially attach to high degree neurons.

4.3. Clusters and small world
The higher subdividability of the retina network into cluster in comparison to MCRNs
(see section 3.6) suggests that here organization principles are present that are not solely
determined by the degree of the vertices. For all cluster divisions of the retina cells, cell
types were found that concentrate their nodes on one cluster. However, for most of these
cell types there are at most four neurons in the retina data set with that type (see section
3.6). Therefore the high concentrations may have occurred by chance, which would imply
that the clusters are cell type independent.
Another possible explanation for concentration of cells of specific types in clusters is the
spacial position of the cells in the data set. In figure 9 one can see that the members of
cell types 28, 57 and 66 are concentrated on the left side, while type 65 is concentrated
on the right side. Therefore a correspondence of the clusters to spacial regions would
explain the concentrations of cells in these types among the clusters. A thorough analysis
of the correspondence of modularity-maximal clusters and spacial distribution of cells in
the data set remains for future research.
The great correspondence of the clusters from ordinary modularity Q and cosine modularity Qs might be a consequence of the ordinary modularity cluster structure: If a network
is clustered, the vertices have much more connections within their cluster than outside
of it. Therefore the chance of two vertices to have common neighbors is greater if they
share a cluster. As a consequence, networks with a high modularity Q should also exhibit
a high cosine modularity Qs .
The higher clustering coefficient of the retina when comparing to PRNs and MCRNs (see
section 3.7) is also in correspondence with the cluster structure from modularity maximization: A high connectivity within a cluster implies that there are many neighbored
vertices with common neighbors inside the cluster. This leads to an overall higher number
of triangles, and hence a higher clustering coefficient.
The similar characteristic path length for all network types (see section 3.7) is due to
the altogether high connection probability. For example, in a PRN corresponding to the
retina network the probability for two vertices to be not connected by an edge is 0.855
(see section 3.5). The probability p of two vertices v and w to be not connected by a path
of length 2 that passes vertex i is p = 0.855 + .145 · .855 (either v is not connected to i or
v is connected to i but i not to w). Therefore the probability pvw that vertices v and w
are connected by a path of length 2 can be calculated as follows:
pvw = 1 −

Y

(0.855 + 0.145 · 0.855) = 1 − (0.855 + 0.145 · 0.855)|V |−2 = 1 − 2.1 · 10−8 .

i∈V r{v,w}
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The probability p̃vw of two vertices v and w to be connected by a shortest path of length
at least 3 in a PRN is then
p̃vw = (1 − 0.145) · (1 − pvw ) = 1.8 · 10−8 .
Suppose that the number of edges in two networks N and M is equal. Suppose furthermore
that there are no pairs of vertices that are connected by a shortest path of length greater
than 2. Then the number of vertices connected by a shortest path of length 2 is equal in
N and M , which implies equal characteristic path lengths for M and N . This explains
the similarity of the characteristic path length in the retina when compared to PRNs and
MCRNs.
Because of the almost equal characteristic path length in the retina network, PRNs and
MCRNs, we have for the small world value:
S=

C
S
Crand
Srand

≈

C
Crand

.

Therefore small world values > 1 (see section 3.7) are due to differences in the global
clustering coefficients.

4.4. Centrality measures
A connection of the mean of mean geodesic distances g in a network and its characteristic
path length can be seen as follows:
P
1 X
1 X j∈V dij
1 X
g(i) =
≈
dij .
(13)
|V | i∈V
|V | i∈V |V | − 1
|V |2 i,j∈V
Here, dij is the length of a shortest path between vertices i and j. Since the characteristic
path lengths in the retina network, PRNs and MCRNs is very similar (see section 3.7),
the mean of mean geodesic distances also does not differ much between those networks
(see section 3.8).
The broader ranges of betweenness and eigenvector centrality in the retina network in
comparison to PRNs (section 3.8) are probably due to the differences in the degree distribution: High degree vertices are part of more paths and can therefore be expected to
have a higher chance of being part of a shortest path, which implies a high correlation
between degree and betweenness centrality.
A similar argument holds for eigenvector centrality: Vertices with higher degree have
more neighbors, so the total importance of the neighbors is greater. This effect yields a
high correlation of degree and eigenvector centrality.
The correspondence of degree distribution and eigenvector-/betweenness centrality is also
supported by the results for MCRNs, which have very similar values for eigenvector- and
betweenness-centrality to the retina network. With a significance niveau of 0.005, the difference between the mean eigenvector- and betweenness-centrality in the retina network
and MCRNs is not significant.
A smaller value for the mean betweenness centrality in PRNs than in the retina network
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(p = 2.4 · 10−8 ) is due to the 194 vertices with betweenness centrality greater than 104 in
the retina network.

4.5. Second order measures
The smaller range of mean degree of neighbors in PRNs as compared to the retina network (section 3.9) probably is a direct consequence of the narrower degree distribution.
A higher mean for the mean neighbor degree in MCRNs and the retina network (p = 0
when comparing retina network and PRNs) can be explained by the fact that high degree nodes, having more neighbors, are taken into account in more calculations of mean
neighbor degree than low degree vertices.
While cosine similarity counts the number of common neighbors of two vertices, dist00
counts the number of differing neighbors, normalized in a different way (section 2.4). This
may explain the resemblance of the results for both measures, which are very similar if
they are mirrored. The higher mean cosine similarity to neighbors in the retina network
(section 3.9) can be due to the clearer clustering structure, as explained in the discussion
of the modularity maximization (section 4.3).

4.6. Entropies
In the dynamical analysis, although the initial fraction of activated neurons was 0.44,
almost every network exhibited an overall activation probability of 0.5 (section 3.10).
Assume that a vertex v has 121 neighbors (which is the mean degree in the retina network,
see section 3.5). If the probability of each neighbor to be active is 0.44, the probability
of more than 44% of v’s neighbors to be active is 0.52 (the number of active neighbors is
binomially distributed with p = .44 and n = 121). If v switches its state with probability
0.52, the probability of v to be in either state is approximately 0.5 in the next time
step. Assuming that a similar argument holds for all vertices in the network, we expect
approximately 50% of all vertices to be active in the second time step.
Now assume that the probability of a vertex to be switched is independent of its state. Lets
furthermore assume that 50% of all vertices are active. If for each vertex the probability
to be switched is p, we can calculate the expected number n of active nodes in the next
time step as follows:
n = (1 − p) · 0.5|V | + p · 0.5|V | = 0.5|V |.

(14)

The right summand in equation 14 is the expected number of currently active vertices
that stay active in the next time step, the second summand is the expected number of
currently inactive vertices that switch their state in the next time step. All in all, if in
one time step 50% of all vertices are active, it is expected that in the next time step
50% of the vertices are active, too. Since the shannon entropy is 1 if half of the states
are active, this argumentation may explain the similarity of the shannon entropies in the
retina network, PRNs and MCRNs (see section 3.10).
The similarity of the word entropies between retina and MCRNs is probably due to the
high negative connection between degree and word entropy (see figures 14 and 15).
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When half the vertices are active in the network, the chance for a high degree vertex to
have too few active neighbors to be switched is much smaller than for low degree vertices.
For example, with κ = 0.44 and 50% active nodes the probability of a vertex with 10
neighbors to have more than 0.44 · 10 active neighbors is 0.62, while the probability of a
vertex with 150 neighbors to be switched is 0.92. Since maintaining a state more often
results in a higher variability of the lengths of constant sequences, low degree vertices
have a higher word entropy. In accordance to the degree distribution (see section 3.4) the
word entropy distribution for PRNs is narrower than the word entropy distribution in the
retina network.
With a significance niveau of 0.005, a difference between the mean of word entropies in
the retina network and in PRNs could be confirmed. The mean of word entropies is
smaller in PRNs. The means for Shannon entropy in MCRNs and PRNs differ significantly. However, the difference between the means of shannon entropy with unweighted
edges in MCRNs and the retina network is 1.5 · 10−5 , the mean is greater in MCRNs.
The difference of the means for shannon entropy with weighted edges in MCRNs and the
retina network is 1.2 · 10−5 , the mean is greater in MCRNs. Since the differences between
the values are so small, it is arguable if the significant differences have any meaning. Small
p-values might be due to the large sample size, making differences significant that are,
while highly unlikely, not meaningful.

4.7. Classification of cell types
Many measures are highly correlated with the degree (see figure 15). In the retina, the
degree of a vertex almost completely determines its centrality (cosine, closeness and betweenness) as well as its mean word entropies. Only the second order measures and the
local clustering coefficient give information that is independent of the degree. Therefore,
of the ten measures included in the machine learning training only five measures provided
relevant information.
The low success rate of the linear classifier for ganglion cells is probably due to the small
number of ganglion cells in the training- and test-data. Since the fraction of ganglion cells
in the test data was 4%, judging all cells to be not ganglion cells would have been a far
better classifier. Therefore inadequate construction of the separating hyper plane might
have been a problem. Using a different linear classifier such as a perceptron might yield
a higher success rate. Over-fitting can be excluded because performance on the training
data of the linear classifier for ganglion cells yielded a success rate of 76%.
Apart from that, all classifiers performed considerably better than trivially assigning all
vertices in the network to one class. Good performance is probably mainly due to degree
and local clustering coefficient of the vertices, since they allow the best distinction between the cell types (see figure 12).
In addition it should be noted that although synapses in the retina are directed, no direction information was provided in the data set. Including edge directions in the analysis
might considerably improve the classification performance.
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Part II.
Feed forward- and layer structure in C.
elegans neural network
In part I of this thesis we analyzed the neural network in mouse retina using measures
that already exist. Two problems occur for such measures in the structural analysis of
biological neural networks.
Due to a high connection probability in the range of 15%, some of the measures from
section 2 were determined by the degree of a vertex.
In addition, for many measures there is no intuitive interpretation for biological neural
networks. For example, the local clustering coefficient can be used in the analysis of
friendship networks. In that context a high clustering coefficient means that two friends
of a given person have a high probability of being friends themselves. One reason for
that effect may be that many friendships are built in the context of groups of people
who share similar interests, which increases the overall probability of friendships to be
formed in such groups. For many existing measures, such interpretations in the context
of neuroscience are missing.
Therefore measures are needed that are specifically designed for the analysis of biological
neural networks.
Since the brain processes information, the interest lies on information flow. To assess
information flow, we will propose measures to evaluate how much a given network is
organized in feed forward-structure (section 6) and in layer-structure (section 7). A network has feed forward-structure if its vertices can be ordered such that only edges from
smaller to greater vertices are present (see figure 20a). A network has layer-structure if
its vertices can be divided into layers, such that edges are only present from a vertex in
one layer to vertices in the next higher layer (see figure 20b). One should note that with
layers we do not mean the layers that are present in the cortex, but a specific network
structure independent of cortex anatomy. We will give formal definitions of feed forwardand layer-structure in the respective sections.
Artificial neural networks that use error back-propagation to adjust connection weights
are organized in feed forward-structure (Bishop, 2009). Other artificial neural network
models, such as liquid state machines, explicitly benefit from a non feed forward-structure
(Maass et al., 2002).
Layer-structure can be found in some types of artificial neural networks, for example
in multilayer perceptrons (Funahashi, 1989) or in convolutional neural networks (LeCun
et al., 1989, 1998; Bishop, 2009). Also, synfire chains (Abeles, 1982, 1991; Diesmann et al.,
1999) are organized in such a structure.
Being able to assess layer- and feed forward-structure will allow the comparison of a real
neural network to several models of artificial and biological neural networks. That comparison will deepen the understanding of information processing in biological neural networks.
The literature on quantification of feed forward- and layer-structure in networks is sparse.
In some contexts it is assumed that a given network exhibits a certain structure. Analysis
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Figure 20: Examples of feed forward- and layer-structure networks. (a) A network
that exhibits feed forward-structure. (b) A network with layer-structure.

or visualization of the network is then based on that assumption. Yu & Gerstein (2006)
for example argue that a convenient representation of gene regulation networks is a hierarchy. Building on that, they define for each vertex a layer it belongs to as the distance
to one node at the top of the hierarchy. The authors compare that structure to random
networks in terms of size and number of layers.
This approach is modified and extended by Hartsperger (2011). Hartsperger suggests to
first construct a hierarchy by specifying the bottom vertices and then assigning every vertex the minimal distance to one bottom vertex as layer. Then every vertex v is reassigned
to the layer which has as index the minimum index of v’s layer and all layers of vertices
w for which there exists a strong path from w to v. This ensures that no regulators
have a lower layer than their targets. Afterwards, the layer of every vertex v that has no
in-neighbors but for which there exists an out-neighbor w that has the same layer as v is
increased by 1. This ensures that regulators have maximally the next higher layer than
their targets.
However, if it is not clear which vertices are to be put in top/bottom layers (for example
if the network does not contain vertices with in-/out-degree 0), above approaches may be
unfeasible.
In the area of network visualization there are algorithms to draw a directed network in
a layered way. Bastert & Matuszewski (2001) give an overview for that task. They state
four objectives a drawing of a directed network should fulfill:
1. Edges that point against the main direction are to be avoided.
2. In all layers there should be approximately the same number of edges.
3. All edges should be as short as possible.
4. Crossing edges should be avoided.
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5. Edges are supposed to be as straight as possible.
Bastert & Matuszewski (2001) suggest to start by removing all strong cycles from the
network. Then a layer is assigned to each vertex. Nodes in the layers are then arranged
so that the number of crossing edges is minimal.
One problem with their approach is that they try to find a globally optimal solution for
the minimization of the objectives 1-4. This can take long computation time, since the
problem of finding a minimal set of edges that leave a network in feed forward-structure
when the edges are removed from the network is NP-hard (Karp, 1972). We avoid this
problem by developing measures that can be calculated by sampling paths, cycles, weak
edge paths and weak edge cycles. Another problem is the heuristic nature of their algorithms. While those algorithms may lead to aesthetically appealing visualizations, they
are not sufficiently exact for measure calculations.
We will start our proceedings with the development of methods for sampling various kinds
of paths and cycles from a network in section 5. That will be necessary since feed forwardstructure as well as layer-structure can be assessed by analyzing paths and cycles. Section
6 will be devoted to feed forward-structure, followed by section 7 about layer-structure.
The sampling procedures from section 5 will be evaluated in section 8. In section 9 we
will use the new measures for feed forward- and layer-structure to analyze the C. elegans
network. Application to the retina network data derived from Helmstaedter et al. (2013)
is not possible since that data does not allow the reconstruction of connection directions
between neurons in the retina. Afterwards (section 10) we will discuss the results from
section 9.
If not stated differently, all networks in this part of the thesis are directed.

5. Sampling paths and cycles
Feed forward- and layer-structure correspond to the occurrence of cycles (definition 5)
in a network: A network is feed forward if and only if it does not contain a strong
cycle (theorem 31). A network has layer-structure if and only if it does not contain an
unbalanced cycle (theorem 48, definition of unbalanced cycles in def. 47). Therefore we
will develop measures that are are based on (balanced) cycles.
However, due to limited computation time it can be impossible to find all paths and
cycles in a large network. A similar problem arises in the analysis of motifs. Motifs
are sub-networks that occur in a given network significantly more often than in random
reference networks (Milo et al., 2002). In large networks exhaustive consideration of
all sub-networks of a given size can take too much computation time to be feasible.
This problem can be circumvented by calculating the number of occurrences of a given
sub-graph by considering only a random subset of all sub-graphs. Wernicke (2006) and
Kashtan et al. (2004) give algorithms for randomly drawing sub-graphs from a network,
which we will adapt to sample paths, cycles, weak edge paths and weak edge cycles.
The different algorithms have different advantages and disadvantages (see section 5.3).
An evaluation of the sampling procedures is therefore necessary before one can decide
which to use for network analysis. In section 8 we will therefore assess which sampling
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procedure is best suited for our measures for feed forward- and layer-structure that will
be developed in sections 6 and 7.

5.1. Simple sampling
Our first type of algorithm to sample paths/cycles is based on Kashtan et al. (2004). We
call it simple sampling (SimS, see algorithm 2).
In SimS, we start with a vertex v1 that we draw uniformly at random from all vertices.
Then we randomly add to the path (v1 ) one vertex at a time that is adjacent to the
currently last vertex in the path. New vertices are added until the path has the specified
length. If at some point no vertices can be added to the path, the algorithm stops with
Algorithm 2 Simple sampling
Input: Directed network N = (V, E), desired path length l.
1: procedure SimS(N = (V, E), l)
2:
v1 := random Vertex in V
3:
p := |V1 |
4:
for i = 2, . . . , l do
5:
N extV s = Nout (vi−1 ) r {v1 , ..., vi−1 }
6:
if N extV s is empty then
7:
error
8:
end if
9:
vi := random vertex in N extV s
1
10:
p := p · |N extV
s|
11:
end for
12:
return (v1 , ..., vl ), p
13: end procedure
an error.
The value p returned by SimS is the probability for the algorithm to terminate by outputting the path (v1 , ..., vl ).
Since in paths each vertex is allowed to be visited at most once, algorithm 2 does not
correspond to a random walk. Therefore p cannot be calculated by using properties of reversible markov chains. However, such a calculation might be useful as an approximation
for the probability if paths are short.
For sampling weak edge paths we can use essentially the same algorithm: Starting with a
vertex, we successively choose edges in line 10 until either no edge can be added (in which
case we end with an error) or the path has the specified length. We call this procedure
simple edge sampling (SimES).
Weak edge paths have no direction. Therefore a weak edge path P between v and w can
be output by the algorithm in two ways: Either it starts at v and follows the path to w
or vice versa. The probability of P to be output is pv + pw , where pu is the probability
of sampling P when starting in u. Algorithm 2 only calculates one of the two, so before
returning the probability we need to calculate the other and return the sum. For that,
we run the algorithm again, forcing it to choose w in line 3 and to follow P in line 10.
To sample weak edge cycles (SimES), the procedure is analogous to SimES. In the last
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step we check whether or not the weak edge path sampled so far can be completed to a
weak edge cycle. If that is the case, we return that completion. If there are two possible
ways to complete the cycle, we choose one with probability 0.5 to ensure homogeneous
output probabilities p. If there is no edge that can be added to complete a cycle, we stop
with an error.
A weak edge cycle can be started in each of its vertices. From one start vertex it can be
sampled in two directions. Therefore we need to calculate the output probability as the
sum of the probabilities for outputting the cycle if it is started in each vertex and sampled
in each direction.
The probability p that is output together with a path t by SimS is the probability for the
SimS to not terminate with an error and output t. The same holds for SimES and SimCS
with the corresponding probabilities. In sections 6 and 7 we will need the probability for
pt
, where e is
a path to be output under the condition that no error occurs. It is p̃t = 1−e
the probability for SimS (or as the case may be SimES or SimCS) to terminate with an
error when called to sample a path with length l(t). If one samples n paths/cycles, one
can approximate the probability of SimS (or SimES or SimCS) to stop with an error as
ne
, where ne is the number of errors in the first n runs of SimS, SimES or SimCS.
n

5.2. Path enumeration sampling
To avoid different paths being output with different probabilities, we introduce path
enumeration sampling (PES, see Wernicke (2006) for a motif version of the algorithm).
The idea here is to construct a tree of height n which has as nodes all paths of length
≤ n (see figure 21). However, that tree is not constructed completely. Instead at each
branching point one constructs the child-trees only with a probability in pExt. Every
path P that is created during that procedure is output with probability pOutl(P ) .
Algorithm 3 Path enumeration sampling
Input: Directed network N = (V, E) and vectors of probabilities pExt, pOut ∈ [0, 1]n for
some n ∈ N.
1: procedure PES(N, pExt, pOut)
2:
for v ∈ V do
3:
With probability pExt1 call EXTENDPATH(N, pExt, pOut, [v])
4:
end for
5: end procedure
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

procedure EXTENDPATH(N, pExt, pOut, [v1 , ..., vk ])
With probability pOutk print [v1 , ..., vk ].
if k < n then
for v ∈ N (vk ) r {v1 , ..., vk } do
With probability pExtk call EXTENDPATH(N, pExt, pOut, [v1 , ..., vk , v]).
end for
end if
end procedure

Let P = [v1 , ..., vk ] be a path in N . For it to be output by algorithm 3 the procedure
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Figure 21: Construction of paths in PES. (a) A network from which paths are sampled
using PES. (b) A tree is constructed that has as vertices all paths in the network.
In a path of length k, subsequent paths are only constructed with a probability
pExtk+1

EXTENDPATH must be called k times. The ith call is invoked with probability pExti .
Then P must be printed, which is done with probability pOutk . Overall a path P =
[v1 , ..., vk ] is output by PES with probability
!
k
Y
p=
pExti · pOutk .
(15)
i=1

To sample weak edge cycles (eCES), we only extend paths by adding edges that are
connected to vertices with higher indices than the first vertex in the path. After a path is
completed, as a last step we check if there is an edge that completes the path to a cycle.
If that is the case, we adopt that completion with probability pExtn+1 and output the
cycle with probability pOutn . Every weak edge cycle is output with probability
!
k+1
Y
p=
pExti · pOutk .
(16)
i=1

It remains to adapt PES to weak edge paths (ePES, see algorithm 4). We cannot consider all paths beginning from all nodes because in doing so every path would be output
twice, once in each direction.
This can be circumvented. We start each path at the greatest vertex. The path then has
two parts, one leaving the start vertex to the one side, the other leaving it to the other. We
want to ensure that there is a unique order in which these two paths are constructed. To
do so, we introduce an ordering ≺ on edges that coincide in one vertex. Let e1 = (u1 , u2 )
and e2 = (v1 , v2 ) be two edges that both are connected to w ∈ V = {1, ..., |V |}.
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 If w = u1 = v1 , i.e. both edges point away from the common vertex, we write e1 ≺ e2
if and only if u2 < v2 .
 If w = u2 = v2 , we write e1 ≺ e2 if and only if u1 < v1
 If w = u1 = v2 , we write e1 ≺ e2 , i.e. outgoing edges are considered smaller than
ingoing edges.

We call the path starting with the smaller edge ”left path” and the one starting with the
greater edge ”right path”. If the greatest vertex is on one end of the path, there is no
right path.
As in PES, in ePES every path of length n is output with probability
p=

k
Y

pExti · pOutk .

(17)

i=1

By choosing pExt and pOut adequately, we have much influence on the number, length
and dependence of the paths and cycles output by PES (ePES, eCES). To illustrate
that, we give some examples for PES:
If we choose pExt = pOut = (1, ..., 1) ∈ [0, 1]n , every path of length ≤ n is output.
For pExt = (1, ..., 1) and pOut = (0, ..., 0, 1), all paths of length n are output. By
choosing pExt = (1, ..., 1, p) with p ∈ [0, 1] (and pOut arbitrary), all paths are output
with independent probabilities. However, these three examples often are unfeasible in
real applications: Every possible path of length ≤ n is calculated during the algorithm,
although it might not be output. Since the number of paths in a network can be very
large, the calculation can only be done in realistically short time if the number of vertices
and edges is sufficiently small.
On the other hand, choosing pExt to be composed of probabilities < 1 yields dependence
between the paths that are output. If for example Pv = (v1 , ..., vk−1 , v) with vk−1 6= 1 and
Pw = (v1 , ..., vk−1 , w) are two different paths and pOut = (1, ..., 1), we have
P (Pv is output|Pw is output) = pExtk 6=

k
Y

pExtk .

(18)

i=1

5.3. Advantages and disadvantages of SimS and PES
Both sampling methods (PES and SimS) have advantages and disadvantages. In Wernicke (2006) several problems are pointed out that apply for our SimS-algorithm:
 The different probabilities for each path to be output can be problematic even if
that is taken into account when calculating measures. The reason is that paths with
very small output probability might not be sampled and hence not be considered at
all.
 There is no way to decide which fraction of all paths or cycles is sampled.
 The same path can be output multiple times. Since paths that were sampled previously do not give new information, this can have undesirable impact on the run-time.
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Algorithm 4 Edge path enumeration sampling
Input: Network N = (V, E), V = {1, ..., |V |} and vectors of probabilities pExt, pOut ∈
[0, 1]n for some n ∈ N.
Notations: Nhe (v) := {(v1 , v2 ) ∈ E|v1 = v or v2 = v, v1 6= v2 and v1 , v2 ≤ h} is the set of
edges that leave/enter v and go to/come from a vertex smaller than h.
For e = (v1 , v2 ) and v ∈ {v1 , v2 } let


v1 if v2 = v
ē(v) :=
,
v2 if v1 = v
which is the vertex of path e that is not v (unless v1 = v2 ).
1: procedure ePES(N, pExt, pOut)
2:
for v = 1, ..., |V | do
3:
With probability pExt1 , call EXTENDLEFT(v, (), v)
4:
end for
5: end procedure
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

procedure EXTENDLEFT((v1 , ..., vk ), (e1 , ..., ek−1 ), h)
if k > 1 then
With probability pOutk print (e1 , ..., ek−1 ).
else
With probability pOut1 print v1 .
end if
if k < n then
S
e
for e ∈ Nhe (vk ) r k−1
i=1 Nh (vi ) do
With probability pExtk+1 call

EXTENDLEFT (v1 , ..., vk , ē(vk )), (e1 , ..., ek−1 , e), h .
end for
if k > 1 then
S
for e ∈ Nhe (v1 ) r ki=2 Nhe (vi ), e1 ≺ e do
With probability pExtk+1 call

EXTENDRIGHT (vk , ..., v1 , ē(v1 )), (ek−1 , ..., e1 , e), h .
end for
end if
end if
end procedure

procedure EXTENDRIGHT((v1 , ..., vk ), (e1 , ..., ek−1 ), h)
With probability pOutk print (e1 , ..., ek−1 ).
if k < n then
S
e
for e ∈ Nhe (vk ) r k−1
i=1 Nh (vi ) do
With probability pExtk+1 call

EXTENDRIGHT (v1 , ..., vk , ē(vk )), (e1 , ..., ek−1 , e), h .
28:
end for
29:
end if
30: end procedure

23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
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While in PES every path/cycle of equal length has the same chance to be sampled, the
fraction of paths/cycles output is assessable and every path is sampled maximally once
(Wernicke, 2006), different problems occur that do not apply to SimS:
 The paths output are not independent of each other. The fact that one specific path
is output can have influence on other output-probabilities.
 The parameter-vectors pExt and pOut must be chosen adequately. The choice might
have impact on the dependence of the paths.

Therefore before deciding for any sampling algorithm, one should check which algorithm
with which parameters yields the most stable results for the application at hand. We will
do this evaluation in section 8 for measures to evaluate feed forward- and layer-structure.
Those measures will be presented in the following two sections.

6. Feed forward-structure
Many artificial neural network models (for example multilayer perceptrons and convolutional neural networks) are feed forward. Being able to asses the extent in which a network
exhibits feed forward-structure will therefore allow comparison of real neural networks to
artificial neural network models.
A network exhibits feed forward-structure if there is a unique direction of signal flow (see
figure 20). Some vertices lie more upstream or downstream, and the signal is conveyed
only from up- to downstream. Formalizing this notion results in the following definition:
Definition 30. (Feed forward-structure)
A network has feed forward-structure if there exists a map F : V → Z such that for all
(v1 , v2 ) ∈ E
F (v1 ) < F (v2 ).
The map F is called feed forward map.
It should be noted that our concept of feed forward-structure is independent of the concept
of feed forward loops (figure 23)(Mangan & Alon, 2003; Milo et al., 2002). For example,
a fully connected network contains feed forward loops but is not feed forward. On the
other hand, a network that consists of a single directed path is feed forward but does not
contain any feed forward loops.
We present two equivalent formulations for feed forward-structure:
Theorem 31. (Equivalent formulations for feed forward-structure)
For a directed network N the following statements are equivalent:
1. N has a feed forward-structure.
2. N does not contain a strong cycle.
3. N has an adjacency matrix that is an upper right triangular matrix.
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Proof.
1 ⇒ 2: Suppose there is a cycle (v1 , ..., vn ) in N . Then F (v1 ) < F (v2 ) < ... < F (vn ) <
F (v1 ). E
2 ⇒ 1: We construct a feed forward map. Since the network does not contain a cycle,
there is at least one vertex with in-degree 0. Let v1 , ..., vk1 be the set of vertices with indegree 0. Set F (vi ) = i for i = 1, ..., k1 . Now remove vertices v1 , ..., vk1 from the network
and gain the new network N1 . Since we only removed vertices and edges, it still does
not contain a cycle, so we can again choose vertices vk1 +1 , ..., vk2 with in-degree 0. Set
F (vi ) = i for i = k1 + 1, ..., k2 and remove vk1 +1 , ..., vk2 from the network to gain a new
network N2 . Continue until the resulting network is empty.
To see that f is a feed forward map, suppose that there is an edge (w1 , w2 ) ∈ E with
F (w1 ) ≥ F (w2 ). In that case w2 would have been removed from the network before
w1 was removed. But that is impossible because as long as w1 remains in the network,
indeg(w2 ) > 0, thus w2 is not removed.
1 ⇒ 3: Let F be a feed forward map that maps V bijectively onto {1, ..., |V |} (such a map
was constructed in part 2 ⇒ 1 of the proof). We label the vertices by 1, ..., |V |. Without
loss of generality let F (i) = i for i ∈ {1, ..., |V |} and let A be the adjacency matrix of N
in which the i-th row corresponds to vertex i.
Suppose there was an entry Aij = 1 with j ≤ i. Then (i, j) ∈ E and therefore
i = F (i) < F (j) = j ≤ i. E
3 ⇒ 2: If there is a cycle in N , then every adjacency matrix of N has a nonzero entry in
the lower left triangle or on the diagonal.

6.1. Disturbing edges
For real world networks it may be problematic to use a definition as sharp as definition
30. Even if the real network has feed forward-structure, there might be noise in the data
resulting in a network that almost, but not quite, has feed forward-structure. Therefore
it is useful to have measures that evaluate the extent in which a given directed network
exhibits feed forward-structure. For defining such a measure there are several approaches.
One way to asses how near a given network is to a feed forward-structure is to count the
minimal number of edges that must be removed from the network so that the remaining
network has feed forward-structure.
In general, the bigger a network is, the more edges must be removed. To account for that,
we propose the following normalization:
Fde =

d
.
0.5 · |E|

(19)

The subscript in Fde stands for disturbing edge. d is the minimal size of a subset M ⊆ E
such that (V, E r M ) contains no weak cycles. Fde is zero if and only if the network is
feed forward, otherwise Fde > 0.
P
For a given adjacency matrix AP
let u = i<j Aij be the number of nonzero entries in
the right upper triangle and l = i>j Aij the number of nonzero entries in the lower left
triangle. Then one has to remove at most max{u, l} + |V | edges such that the resulting
network has feed forward-structure. Therefore, if the adjacency matrix has no entries on
the diagonal, we have Fde ≤ 1. On the other hand, in a fully connected network one has
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to remove 0.5 · (|V |2 − |V |) edges. Therefore 0 ≤ Fde ≤ 1 and both bounds can be reached
as long as all diagonal entries are 0.
For example, the network in figure 22 (b) is not feed forward. However, if we remove the
1
edge (3, 2) it is feed forward. Therefore we get Fde = 0.5·5
= 0.4 for that network.
It has been shown that finding the minimal number of disturbing edges in a network is
NP-complete (Karp, 1972). So calculating Fde exactly is unfeasible for large networks.

Algorithm 5 ffSort
Input: Adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n .
1: procedure ffSort(A)
2:
σ := randperm(n)
3:
T BR := {1, ..., n}
. list of vertices that are to be revised
4:
while T BR 6= ∅ do
5:
v := element from T BR
−1
. current position
6:
cp := σ
P (v)
P
7:
cv := k∈{1,...,cp−1} Aσ(k),σ(cp) + k∈{cp+1,...,n} Aσ(cp),σ(k)
. current value
P

P
8:
op := argmax1≤i≤n+1
A
+
A
σ(k),σ(cp)
σ(cp),σ(k)
k∈{1,...,i−1}rcp
k∈{i,...,n}rcp
9:
. optimal position
P
P
. optimal value
10:
ov := k∈{1,...,op−1}rcp Aσ(k),σ(cp) + k∈{op,...,n}rv Aσ(cp),σ(k)
11:
if ov > cv then
12:
if op < cp then
13:
T BR := T BR ∪ {σ −1 (op), ..., σ −1 (cp − 1)}
14:
(σ(op), ..., σ(cp)) := (σ(cp), σ(op), ..., σ(cp − 1))
15:
else
16:
T BR := T BR ∪ {σ −1 (cp + 1), ..., σ −1 (op − 1)}
17:
(σ(cp), ..., σ(op − 1)) := (σ(cp + 1), ..., σ(op − 1), σ(cp))
18:
end if
19:
end if
20:
T BR := T BR r v
21:
end while
22: end procedure

A local optimum can be found with algorithm 5: At the beginning, the set T BR (of
all vertices that are to be revised) contains all vertices in the network. We start with a
random ordering of the vertices. Then we successively choose an element v from T BR.
We find the position in the ordering in which the maximal number of feed forward edges
is present. We put it on that position and remove it from T BR. By putting the vertex
on its new position, the old positions of some vertices might be increased or decreased by
1. We add all such vertices to T BR.

Example 32. (Application of algorithm 5 to a simple network)
We consider the network in figure 22 (a) and apply algorithm 5 to it. The input adjacency
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(a)

main
direction

(b)

5

5
4

1
3

4

2

3

1

2

Figure 22: Application of algorithm 5 to an example network. The ordering of the
vertices in the network in (a) is changed so that the resulting network has more
edges that point in the main direction.

matrix is


0
0

A=
0
1
0

0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

0
1
0
0
0


1
0

0

0
0

Suppose that in line 2 the random permutation σ = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is drawn. The set in line
3 is T BR = {1, ..., 5}. Since T BR 6= ∅ in line 4, we enter the while loop. Suppose that
in line 5 the element v = 1 is chosen. Then we have cp = 1 in line 6. The current value
(line 7) is cv = 1, which means that at the moment one edge that is adjacent to v points
in the main direction. The other edge does not. However, the optimal position (line 8)
for v would be op = 4, which means that the maximal number of edges that are adjacent
to v point in the main direction if v gets the position between the vertices that currently
occupy positions op = 4 and op + 1 = 5. At that position, ov = 2 edges of v would point
in the main direction. Since ov > cv in line 11 and op < cp in line 12, the edges are
reordered such that σ = (2, 3, 4, 1, 5) in line 15. There, vertex 1 has its locally optimal
position. However, the positions of vertices 2, 3 and 4 have changed, which means that
their optimal positions can have changed, too. Therefore they are added to T BR in line
13. Since vertex v has optimal position at the moment, it can be removed from T BR, such
that we gain T BR = {2, 3, 4, 5} in line 20. Now every vertex is at its optimal position
(see figure 22b), therefore the algorithm terminates after verifying this.
In each step with a change in the vertex order the number of disturbing edges is reduced
and at the end of the algorithm no vertex can individually be put to a better position.
Therefore a local optimum is found.

6.2. Fraction of cycles among paths
The problem of finding the minimal number of disturbing edges in a network is NP-hard
(Karp, 1972). Therefore in large networks it may be unfeasible to calculate Fde . An
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(a)

2

(b)

3

2

1

3

1

Figure 23: Networks with the same number of edges can have different numbers of
cycles. A feed forward loop (b) is acyclic, while the network in (a) contains one
cycle.

additional problem with Fde is that it does not allow detailed insight of whether the nonfeed-forward-ness is due to local or global organization.
Theorem 31 gives rise to some measures that can be evaluated by randomly sampling
cycles from the network: Instead of evaluating the number of disturbing edges, we assess
the number of strong cycles that are present in the network. By considering cycles of
different lengths it will be possible to gather information about the locality or globality
of the feed forward-structure.
We will first define measures for networks in which all paths/cycles can be calculated.
Later we will adapt these measures for the sampling procedures from section 5.
Since the total number of strong cycles in a network depends on its size, normalization
is necessary. Normalization by division with some combination of |V | and |E| is not
adequate because both figures are not associated to the total number of cycles (see figure
23).
Therefore our first proposal is to normalize the number of cycles by the number of paths:
Ff c =

# cycles
.
# paths

(20)

Ff c is the fraction of cycles among all paths. Like in the case of Fde , Ff c is zero if the
network has feed forward-structure. If the network is a clique, the measure is one.
In the network from figure 22a, 18 paths and 3 cycles are present. Therefore it has
3
Ff c = 18
.
One problem of Ff c is that it is dominated by long cycles and paths. Not only are there
in general more long cycles and paths in a network than short ones. Furthermore long
cycles are counted more often in the numerator than short ones, one time for each vertex
in it. One way to deal with that is to give shorter paths and cycles a higher weight in
Ff c . If C is the set of all cycles and P the set of all paths, we define
P
wl(t) 1(t ∈ C)
Ff c = t∈PP
,
(21)
t∈P wl(t)
where wi are weights. If all weights are 1, equation 21 is equivalent to equation 20. If the
weights wi are smaller for large i, long cycles have less influence on the result.
If due to limited computation capacity not all paths in a network can be computed, Ff c
must be evaluated by sampling a subset of the paths in the network.
If we use SimS, different paths t have different probability p̃t to be output under the
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condition that no error occurs in SimS. Let P be a sequence of paths that have been
sampled by using SimS. One can adapt equation 21 to that situation:
P
1
t∈P SimS wl(t) · 1(t ∈ C) · p̃t
SimS
P
.
(22)
Ff c
=
1
t∈P SimS wl(t) · p̃t
Proposition 33. (About calculating Ff c by using SimS)
Let P SimS = {t1 , ..., tk } be a set of random paths that are created by SimS. Let p̃ti be
the probability that SimS ends by outputting path ti under the condition that it does not
terminate with an error. Let nl be the number of paths in P SimS with length l. Let
w1 , w2 , ... be a sequence of weights and w̃l := wl · nl . Then:
hP
i
1
 P

E
w
·
1(t
∈
C)
·
t∈P SimS l(t)
p̃t
t∈P w̃l(t) 1(t ∈ C)
w̃
i
hP
P
=
= Ff c
.
(23)
1
w̃
l(t)
t∈P
E
·
SimS w
l(t)

t∈P

p̃t

Proof. Let Pλ be the set of all paths with length λ and P the set of all paths.
"
#


k
X
X
1
1
E
wl(t) · 1(t ∈ C) ·
=
E wl(ti ) · 1(ti ∈ C) ·
p̃t
p̃ti
SimS
i=1
t∈P

=

k
X
X

P [t sampled] · wl(t) · 1(t ∈ C) ·

i=1 t∈Pl(ti )

=

∞
X

nλ ·

X

p̃t · wλ · 1(t ∈ C) ·

t∈Pλ

λ=1

=

∞ X
X

1
p̃t

1
p̃t

w̃λ · 1(t ∈ C)

λ=1 t∈Pl

=

X

w̃l · 1(t ∈ C)

t∈P

Similarly one can see that
"
E

1
wl(t) ·
p̃t
SimS

X
t∈P

#
=

X

w̃l(t) .

t∈P

Taking both equations together, we get the desired statement.
If we sample enough paths with SimS, we get
"
#
X
X
1
1
wl(t) · 1(t ∈ C) · ≈ E
wl(t) · 1(t ∈ C) ·
p̃
p̃t
t
SimS
SimS
t∈P

t∈P

and

"
X
t∈P SimS

wl(t) · p̃t ≈ E

#
X

wl(t) · p̃t .

t∈P SimS
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Therefore we can approximate Ffw̃c by sampling a large enough set of paths with SimS.
As in the case of SimS, if we want to use samples produced by PES we need to adapt the
formula for Ff c . Let P P ES be a random set that is generated by PES. Then we define:
P
P ES wl(t) 1(t ∈ C)
P ES
Ff c = t∈PP
.
(24)
t∈P P ES wl(t)
Equation 24 can be used to calculate an estimation for Ff c :
Proposition 34. (Ff c by using PES)
Let P P ES be a random set of paths output by PES. For a path of length l let pl be the
probability of a path of length l to be output by PES. Let w1 , w2 , ... be a sequence of weights
and w̃l := wl · pl . Then:
P

 P

E
t∈P P ES wl(t) 1(t ∈ C)
t∈P w̃l(t) 1(t ∈ C)
w̃
P

P
=
.
= Ff c
E
w
P
ES
l(t)
t∈P w̃l(t)
t∈P
Proof.
"

#
X

E

wl(t) 1(t ∈ C)

t∈P P ES

"
=E

#
X

wl(t) · 1(t ∈ C) · 1(t ∈ P P ES )

t∈P

=

X

1(t ∈ C) · wl(t) · pl(t)

t∈P

=

X

1(t ∈ C) · w̃l(t)

t∈P

A analogous argument holds for
"
E

#
X
t∈P P ES

wl(t) =

X

w̃l(t) ,

t∈P

which concludes the proof.

6.3. Cycle preference
When analyzing network measures, one often compares them to random reference networks. In the following, we will present a normalization for the number of cycles in a
network that ensures that a certain class of random networks is expected to have values
near 1.
Values near to 1 will be expected in all edge-independent networks that are uniform within
vertices (definition 35). Edge independence means that edges with different start nodes
are placed independently of each other. A network is uniform within vertices if in a fixed
vertex all outgoing edges are present with uniform probability:
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Definition 35. (Edge-independence and uniformity within vertices)
Let V be a vertex-set and N : Ω 7→ {(V, E)|E ∈ V × V } a random network. For all
choices of (v1 , w1 ), ..., (vk , wk ) ∈ V × V with vi 6= vj for i 6= j let
"
P

k
^

#
(vi , wi ) ∈ E =

Y

i=1

P [(vi , wi ) ∈ E] .

i

Then we call N edge-independent.
If we have P [(v, w) ∈ E] = P [(v, w0 ) ∈ E] for all vertices v, w, w0 ∈ V , we call N uniform
within vertices.
One example of an edge-independent random network model that is uniform within vertices is the a pairwise random network model. Another is a network with predefined
out-degree sequence in which the end of each edge is chosen independently from the other
edges and uniformly among all vertices.
Let N be an instance of a random edge independent network that is uniform within vern)
.
tices. Let t = (v1 , ..., vn ) be a path in N . Then the probability that t is a cycle is outdeg(v
|V |
A similar statement holds for the number of cycles in edge independent random networks
that are uniform within vertices: The expected number of cycles is the expected sum over
the out-degree of the last vertex in each path, divided by the number of vertices.
Theorem 36. (Cycles and degree)
Let N be an edge-independent random network that is uniform within vertices. Let P
be the random set (definition 10) of all paths in the random network N and C ⊆ P the
random set of all cycles. For a tuple of vertices t = (v1 , ..., vn ) let vt be the last vertex in
t. Then:
i
hP
E
p∈P outdeg(vp )
.
E [|C|] =
|V |
Proof. We first observe that the probability of a pair (v, w) to be in E is the expected
degree of w, divided by the number of vertices |V |:
P [(v, w) ∈ E] =

=

X P [(v, w0 ) ∈ E]
|V | · P [(v, w) ∈ E]
=
|V |
|V |
w0 ∈V

X E [1 ((v, w0 ) ∈ E)]
E [outdeg(v)]
=
|V |
|V |
w0 ∈V

Now let T = {(v1 , ..., vk )|k ≥ 1, vi 6= vj for i 6= j} be the set of all tuples without multiple
entries. For t = (v1 , ..., vk ) ∈ T we denote the length of t by l(t) = k.
"
#
X
E [|C|] = E
1(t ∈ C)
t∈T

=

X




E 1 ((t1 , t2 ) ∈ E) · ... · 1 (tl(t)−1 , vt ) ∈ E · 1 ((vt , t1 ) ∈ E)

t∈T
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edges

=

independent

X



E 1 ((t1 , t2 ) ∈ E) · ... · 1 (tl(t)−1 , vt ) ∈ E · E [1 ((vt , t1 ) ∈ E)]

t∈T

=

X

=

X

E [1(t ∈ P )] · P [(vt , t1 ) ∈ E]

t∈T

E [outdeg(vt )]
|V |
t∈T
P

E
t∈P outdeg(vt )
=
|V |
E [1(t ∈ P )] ·

Based on theorem 36 we now define another measure for feed forward-structure:
Definition 37. (Cycle preference)
Let N be a network, P the set of all paths in N and vt the last vertex in a path t. We
define the cycle preference of N as
Fcp (N ) =

|V | · (# Cycles in N )
P
.
t∈P deg(vt )

If N contains no edges, we set CP(N ) = 1.
Theorem 36 ensures that the expectation of the enumerator equals the expectation of
the denominator, which implies values close to 1 for edge-independent networks that are
uniform within vertices.
If a network has an Fcp -value smaller than 1, less cycles are present than one would expect
in an edge independent, uniform within vertices reference network. That means that the
last vertices in paths in the network avoid to close cycles. If the value is greater than 1,
cycles are preferentially closed.
For example, in the network of figure 22a four paths end at vertex 1, three paths end at
vertex 2, three paths end at vertex 3, three paths end at vertex 4 and five paths end at
vertex 5. Since three cycles are present in the network, we get
Fcp =

15
5·3
=
4·1+3·1+3·1+3·2+5·0
16

In large networks there can be far more long paths and cycles than short ones. In that case
above definition of cycle preference is dominated by long cycles and paths. Therefore we
introduce weights wi for different path- and cycle-lengths. Theorem 36 can be generalized
for that situation:
Theorem 38. (Weighted cycles and degree)
Let N be a pairwise independent network that is uniform within vertices. Let P be the
random set of all paths in N , C the random set of all cycles and let w = (w1 , ..., w|V | ) be
a vector of weights. For a tuple t = (t1 , ..., tk ) ∈ V k let vt be the last vertex of t. Then:
"
#
P

X
p∈P wl(p) · outdeg(vp )
E
wi |{c ∈ C|l(c) = i}| = E
.
|V |
i
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Proof. Let T = {(v1 , ..., vk )|k ≥ 1, vi 6= vj for i 6= j} be the set of all tuples without
multiple entries.
"
#
"
#
X
X
E
wi |{c ∈ C|l(c) = i}| = E
wl(t) 1(t ∈ C)
i

=

X

t∈T




wl(t) E 1 ((t1 , t2 ) ∈ E) · ... · 1 (tl(t)−1 , tl(t) ) ∈ E · 1 (tl(t) , t1 ) ∈ E

t∈T
edges

=

independent

X





wl(t) E 1 ((t1 , t2 ) ∈ E) · ... · 1 (tl(t)−1 , tl(t) ) ∈ E · E 1 (tl(t) , t1 ) ∈ E

t∈T

=

X



wl(t) E [1(t ∈ P )] · P (tl(t) , t1 ) ∈ E

t∈T

=

X

E [outdeg(vt )]
|V |

wl(t) · outdeg(vt )
|V |

wl(t) E [1(t ∈ P )] ·

t∈T

=

E

P

t∈P

Therefore we can define a weighted version of cycle preference:
Definition 39. (Weighted cycle preference)
For weights w = (w1 , ..., w|V | ) we define
P
|V | · t∈P wl(t) 1(t ∈ C)
w
.
Fcp (N ) = P
t∈P wl(t) · outdeg(vt )
As in the case of Ff c we want to calculate Fcp by sampling paths using SimS and PES.
we define:
Analogously to FfPcES and FfSimS
c
P
|V | · t∈P SimS wl(t) 1(t ∈ C) · p̃1t
SimS
Fcp (N ) = P
1 .
t∈P SimS wl(t) · outdeg(vt ) · p̃t
Where P SimS is the set of random paths sampled by SimS. p̃t is the probability of SimS
to terminate by outputting path t under the condition that it does not terminate with an
error when SimS is called to sample a path of length l(t). Then in analogy to proposition
33 we have:
Proposition 40. (Fcp by using SimS)
Let P SimS = {t1 , ..., tk } be a set of random paths that are created by SimS. Let p̃ti be
the probability that SimS ends by outputting path ti under the condition that it does not
terminate with an error. Let nl be the number of paths in P SimS with length l. Let
w1 , w2 , ... be a sequence of weights and w̃l := wl · nl . For a path t, let vt be the last vertex
in t. Then:
h
i
P
P


E |V | · t∈P SimS wl(t) 1(t ∈ C) · p̃1t
|V | · t∈P w̃l(t) 1(t ∈ C)
w̃
hP
i = Fcp
= P
.
1
w̃
·
outdeg(v
)
t
l(t)
t∈P
E
· outdeg(v ) ·
SimS w
t∈P

l(t)

t

p̃t
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For PES we define
P ES
Fcp
(N )

|V | ·
= P

P

wl(t) 1(t ∈ C)
.
t∈P P ES wl(t) · outdeg(vt )
t∈P P ES

Analogously to proposition 34 we have:
Proposition 41. (Fcp by using PES)
Let P P ES be a random set of paths output by PES. For a path of length l let pl be the
probability of a path of length l to be output by PES. Let w1 , w2 , ... be a sequence of weights
and w̃l := wl · pl . For a path t, let vt be the last vertex in t. Then:


P
P


E |V | · t∈P P ES wl(t) 1(t ∈ C)
|V | · t∈P w̃l(t) 1(t ∈ C)
w̃
P
 = Fcp
= P
.
w̃
·
outdeg(v
)
E
w
·
outdeg(v
)
t
l(t)
P
ES
t
l(t)
t∈P
t∈P
While our construction of cycle preference was done with respect to outgoing edges,
an analogous measure can be defined for incoming edges. In-cycle preference can be
calculated by assessing the out-cycle preference of a network in which the direction of all
edges is switched.
For examples of calculation of Ff c and Fcp using PES and SimS to sample paths see
section 8.

7. Layer-structure
Layer-structure is a special case of feed forward-structure. If a network exhibits layerstructure, the vertices can be grouped so that all vertices of one group only project to the
vertices from one other group (see figure 20). Networks such as multilayer perceptrons
(Funahashi, 1989), convolutional neural networks (LeCun et al., 1989, 1998; Bishop, 2009)
and synfire chains (Abeles, 1982, 1991; Diesmann et al., 1999) are organized in layerstructure.
Definition 42. (Layer-structure)
A network has layer-structure if there exists a map L : V → Z such that for all v, w ∈ V
holds: If (v, w) ∈ E, then L(w) = L(v) + 1.
In that case L is called a layer map.
We do not allow L(w) = L(v) + k with k > 1 since in that case definition 42 would be
equivalent to the definition of feed forward-structure (definition 30).
The layer map in definition 42 is not unique. But in a weakly connected network different
layer maps only differ by an additive constant:
Proposition 43. (Uniqueness of the layer map)
Let N be a weakly connected network with layer-structure and l1 , l2 be two layer maps.
Then there exists a ∈ N such that l1 = l2 + a.
Proof. Choose v ∈ V and set a := L1 (v) − L2 (v). Then L02 := L2 + a is a layer map. We
need to show that L1 = L02 .
Obviously L1 (v) = L02 (v). Let u ∈ V and let W = {e1 , ..., en−1 } be a weak edge path
starting in v1 = v and stopping in vn = u. Let vk be the kth vertex on the path. If
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L1 (v1 ) = L1 (v2 ) + 1, we also have L02 (v1 ) = L02 (v2 ) + 1. If on the other hand L1 (v2 ) =
L1 (v2 ) − 1, we get L02 (v1 ) = L02 (v2 ) − 1. In both cases we have L1 (v2 ) = L02 (v2 ). By
induction we can infer L1 (u) = L02 (u).
Since layer maps only differ in additive constants, the differences of the layer values for
two vertices is independent of the layer map.
Definition 44. (Layer distance)
For a weakly connected network with layer-structure we define the layer distance of a pair
(v, w) ∈ V × V by
σ(v, w) := L(w) − L(v).

7.1. Disturbing edges
In section 6 we defined Fde as a measure based on the number of disturbing edges. The
same can be done for layer-structure. Let d be the minimal number of edges that must
be removed from the network so that the resulting network has layer-structure. Then we
define
D
.
Lde =
0.75 · |E|
For example, the network from figure 25b does not exhibit layer-structure. However, if
the edge (5, 4) is removed, the resulting network has layer-structure. Therefore we get
1
4
Lde = 0.75·5
= 15
for that network.
Normalization with 0.75 · |E| is appropriate, as the following theorem shows:
Theorem 45. (Maximal percentage of disturbing edges)
Let N be a network in which there are no edges of the form (v, v). Then at most 43 of
all edges must be removed to gain a layer-structure. There are networks for which the
minimal number of disturbing edges is arbitrarily close to 34 |V |.
Proof. We will first show that every directed network without self loops can be subdivided
into two layers such that at most 43 disturbing edges remain.
Let L : V → {0, 1} be a mapping. By L we divide the nodes into a lower layer (L(v) = 0)
and an upper layer (L(v) = 1). Let Eup ⊆ E be the set of all edges that point from the
lower layer towards the upper layer and define Edown analogously. Let Etop ⊆ E be the
set of all edges within the upper layer and define Ebot analogously (see figure 24).
Suppose that L is optimal in the sense that |Eup | is maximal among all possible functions
V → {0, 1}. We assume that |Eup | < 41 . Then |Edown | < 14 as well. Otherwise one could
choose L0 := 1−L as a better mapping. So either |Ebot | or |Etop | (or both) must be greater
than 41 .
First we consider the case that |Etop | > 14 . We have
X

|{(u, v) ∈ E |L(u) = 0 }| = |Eup |

L(v)=1

< |Etop | =

X

|{(v, w) ∈ E |L(w) = 1 }|

L(v)=1
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etop
upper layer
edown

eup
lower layer

ebot

Figure 24: Examples of set membership in the proof of theorem 45. eup ∈ Eup ,
edown ∈ Edown , etop ∈ Etop and ebot ∈ Ebot

Thus there is a vertex v with L(v) = 1 and
|{(u, v) ∈ E |L(u) = 0 }| < |{(v, w) ∈ E |L(w) = 1 }| .
Therefore, setting L(v) = 0 yields a better function. In the case of |Ebot | > 14 one can
apply an analogue argument to gain the same result. Altogether L cannot be optimal, in
contradiction to the assumption.
One can see that there are networks with fraction of disturbing edges arbitrarily close to
3
by regarding fully connected networks. Let N = (V, E) such that |V | = n is even and
4
E = (V × V ) r {(v, v) ∈ V × V }. Suppose that a layer-structure in which a maximal
amount of edges is preserved consists of k layers, each having ni nodes. Then the number
of edges that are preserved is n1 n2 + ... + nk−1 nk , so the ratio of preserved edges is
r=

n1 n2 + ... + nk−1 nk
.
n(n − 1)

r is maximal for k = 2 and ni = n2 , as we can see with the following argument:
Let L : V → N be a distribution of the vertices in N into layers. As stated above, N
is assumed to be fully connected. Without loss of generality let min(L) = 1. We set
m = max(L). Suppose m > 2. Now either the second smallest layer is greater than
the second largest or vice versa: |{v ∈ V |L(v) = 2}| ≥ |{v ∈ V |L(v) = m − 1}| or
|{v ∈ V |L(v) = 2}| ≤ |{v ∈ V |L(v) = m − 1}|. Suppose the second smallest layer is
greater or equal. If we set L0 (v) = 1 for all vertices with L(v) = m and L0 (w) = L(w)
otherwise we get a map L0 that yields less or equal disturbing edges than L, but one layer
less. Analogously one can proceed for |{v ∈ V |L(v) = 2}| ≤ |{v ∈ V |L(v) = m − 1}|.
Therefore as long as a map L has three or more layers, there is a map L0 with less layers
and less or equal disturbing edges than L. Therefore the minimal number of disturbing
edges can be reached for a division into two layers. This yields that r is minimal for k = 2,
which implies
1 n2
1
−→
.
r=
2
4 n − n for n→∞ 4
Analogously to the ffSort-algorithm for FFS, we propose an algorithm to find local optima
of layer-structure. The idea is to repeatedly put vertices in their individual optimal
position until no changes are made any more (see algorithm 6).
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Algorithm 6 lSort
Input: Adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n , the maximum number of layers m ∈ N, and an
initial distribution of the vertices into layers L ∈ {1, ..., m}n .
1: procedure lSort(A, m, L)
2:
changed := true
3:
while changed do
4:
changed := f alse
5:
for k ∈ {1,
P..., n} do
P
6:
cv := i∈{m≤n|L(m)=L(k)−1} Aik + i∈{m≤n|L(m)=L(k)+1} Aki . current value
P

P
7:
ol := argmaxj∈{1,...,m}
i∈{m≤n|L(m)=j−1} Aik +
i∈{m≤n|L(m)=j+1} Aki
8:
. optimal layer
P
P
9:
ov := i∈{m≤n|L(m)=ol−1} Aik + i∈{m≤n|L(m)=sol+1} Aki
. optimal value
10:
if ov > cv then
11:
L(k) := ol
12:
changed := true
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
end while
16: end procedure

Example 46. (Application of algorithm 6 to a simple network)
We apply algorithm 6 to the network in figure 25a. The inputs are m = 4, L = (3, 2, 3, 4, 2)
and


0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 



0
0
0
1
0
A=


0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0
We set changed = true since we are not yet sure if every vertex is in an optimal layer.
In the loop we check the layer of every vertex. We set changed = f alse by default (line 4)
and only reset its value if a vertex changes its position (line 12). For every vertex k ∈ V
(line 5) we check if there is a layer in which more edges that are adjacent to that vertex
correspond to layer-structure. Suppose k = 1. Then the current number of edges that
correspond to layer-structure and that are adjacent to k is cv = 0. If k was in the layer
ol = 1 (line 7), ov = 2 edges would correspond to layer-structure. Since ov = 2 > 0, the
optimal layer is better than the current layer. Therefore we change the layer of k to be
L(k) = 1 in line 11. Since a vertex has changed its layer, we set changed = true in line
12 to ensure that every vertex is checked again for optimality.
Now no vertex can be moved to a layer in which it has more adjacent edges that correspond
to layer-structure. Therefore the algorithm terminates after checking the elements in
{2, 3, 4, 5} and repeating the loop in line 3 once more.
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3
2

(a)

(b)

4

4

1

layer 4
layer 3

3
5

2

5

layer 2
layer 1

1

Figure 25: Application of algorithm 6 to an example network. The layers of the vertices
in the network in (a) are changed so that the resulting network has more edges that
correspond to layer-structure.

(a)

(b)

Figure 26: Examples for balanced and unbalanced cycles. (a) A balanced cycle. (b) An
unbalanced cycle.

7.2. Cycle-based measures for layer-structure
As for Fde , Lde does not allow a detailed analysis of whether a given network is not
organized in layer-structure because of local or global structures. Since layer-structure
corresponds to the occurrence of unbalanced cycles (definition 47, figure 26) in a network,
we can define measures that allow a more detailed analysis of layer-structure.
Definition 47. (Balanced and unbalanced cycles)
Let Let C = {e1 , ..., en } be a weak edge cycle that connects the vertices v1 , ..., vn in that
order. Let n1 be the number of pairs ei = (vi , vi+1 ) (we set vn+1 = v1 ) and n2 the number
of pairs ei = (vi+1 , vi ). If n1 = n2 , then C is balanced. Otherwise C is unbalanced.
Based on this we can give an equivalent formulation of definition 42:
Theorem 48. (Equivalent formulation of layer-structure)
A network N has layer-structure if and only if every weak edge-cycle is balanced.
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Proof. The statement is true if and only if it holds for all weakly connected sub-networks,
so we can assume without loss of generality that the network is weakly connected.
First let D have layer-structure. Let Ce be a weak edge cycle and C = (v1 , ..., vn ) its
vertices. Then L(v2 ) = L(v1 ) + σ(v1 , v2 ), L(v3 ) = L(v2 ) + σ(v2 , v3 ) and so on. We gain
L(v1 ) = L(v1 ) + σ(v1 , v2 ) + ... + σ(vn−1 , vn ) + σ(vn , v1 ) which implies that σ(v1 , v2 ) + ... +
σ(vn−1 , vn ) + σ(vn , v1 ) = 0. Thus Ce is balanced.
Now let every weak edge cycle be balanced. In that case there is no edge e = (u1 , u2 ) ∈ E
with (u2 , u1 ) ∈ E. Consequently for every path there is a unique corresponding weak
edge-path. Therefore all weak edge paths can be represented by their vertex sequence.
Choose v ∈ V and set L(v) := 0. Now choose for each w ∈ V a weak path Pw = (v1 , ..., vn )
from v to w. Set
L(w) = |{(vi , vi+1 ) ∈ E}| − |{(vi+1 , vi ) ∈ E}| .
The map L is independent of the chosen paths Pw . To see this, let Pw = (v1 , ..., vn ) and
from v1 = v10 = v to vn = vn0 0 = w. If |{(vi , vi+1 ) ∈ E}| −
Pw0 = (v10 , ..., vn0 0 ) be two
 0 paths
0
0
, vi0 ) ∈ E we would gain an unbalanced
) ∈ E − (vi+1
|{(vi+1 , vi ) ∈ E}| 6= (vi , vi+1
cycle, in contradiction to the assumption.
Now it remains to be shown that L is a layer map. For that, let (w1 , w2 ) ∈ E. We
distinguish two cases.
Case 1: There is a path P = (v1 , ..., vn ) from v1 = v to vn = w1 not passing over w2 .
Since L is independent of specific paths, we have L(w2 ) = L(w1 ) + 1.
Case 2: There is a path P = (v1 , ..., vn ) from v1 = v to vn = w2 not passing over w1 .
Again, since L is independent of a specific path, we have L(w1 ) = L(w2 ) − 1.
Because the network is weakly connected, at least one of both cases occurs. Therefore L
is a layer map.
By using theorem 48 we can now define further measures for layer-structure. Let P be
the set of all weak edge paths in a given network. Let C ⊆ P be the set of all weak edge
paths t = {e1 , ..., en−1 } for which there exists an edge e ∈ E such that {e1 , ..., en−1 , e} is
an unbalanced weak edge cycle. Let Pλ be the set of all weak edge paths of length λ (and
analogously Cλ ). Furthermore we consider weights wi . Then we define
P∞
wλ · |Cλ |
w
Lcp = Pλ=1
.
∞
λ=1 wλ · |Pλ |
If wi = 1 for all i, we simply have Lcp = |C|
. For example, in the network in figure 25
|P |
there are 25 weak edge paths, of which 5 can be completed to a weak edge cycle. With
5
w = (1, 1, ...) we therefore get Lcp = 25
.
To utilize sampling with SimES or ePES we derive variants:
P
1
t∈P SimES wl(t) · 1(t ∈ C) · p̃t
SimES
P
Lcp
=
.
1
t∈P SimES wl(t) · p̃t
Here, p̃t is the probability of path t to be output by SimES under the condition that no
error occurs. P SimES is the set of random paths that are generated by SimES.
In analogy to proposition 33 we have:
Proposition 49. (Lcp by using SimES)
Let P SimES = {t1 , ..., tk } be a set of random weak edge paths that are created by SimES.
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Let p̃ti be the probability that SimES ends by outputting path ti under the condition that
it does not terminate with an error. Let nλ be the number of paths in P SimES with length
λ. Let w1 , w2 , ... be a sequence of weights and w̃λ := wλ · nλ . Then:
i
hP
1

 P∞
E
t∈P SimES wl(t) · 1(t ∈ C) · p̃t
w̃λ · |Cλ |
w̃
λ=1
hP
i
.
= Lcp
= P∞
1
λ=1 w̃λ · |Pλ |
E
w
·
SimES
l(t)
t∈P
p̃t
For ePES we define
ES
LeP
cp

P
=

wl(t) · 1(t ∈ C)
.
t∈P eP ES wl(t)

t∈P eP ES

P

An adaptation of proposition 34 holds.
Proposition 50. (Lcp by using ePES)
Let P eP ES be a random set of weak edge paths output by ePES. For a path of length λ
let pλ be the probability of a path of length λ to be output by ePES. Let w1 , w2 , ... be a
sequence of weights and w̃λ := wλ · pλ . Then:

P

 P∞
E
w̃
·
|C
|
λ
λ
t∈P eP ES wl(t) · 1(t ∈ C)
w̃
P

= Lcp
.
= Pλ=1
∞
E
w
eP
ES
l(t)
λ=1 w̃λ · |Pλ |
t∈P
Another measure based on weak edge cycles is possible. Let C be the set of all weak edge
cycles and Cub ⊆ C the set of all unbalanced weak edge cycles. Let Cλ be the set of all
weak edge cycles of length λ and (Cub )λ be defined analogously. We set
P∞
w
λ=1 wλ · |(Cub )λ |
.
Lcc = P
∞
λ=1 wλ · |Cλ |
In the network from figure 25 there is one unbalanced and no balanced cycle. With weights
w = (1, 1, ...) we therefore get Lcc = 0. We can calculate Lcc by using SimCS and eCES.
Let C SimCS be the set of random weak edge cycles that is created by SimCS. Let p̃c be
the probability for a weak edge cycle c ∈ C to be output by SimCS under the condition
that the algorithm does not stop with an error.
P
1
t∈C SimCS wl(t) · 1(t ∈ Cub ) · p̃t
SimCS
P
Lcc
=
.
1
C SimCS wl(t) p̃t
In analogy to 33 we have:
Proposition 51. (Lcc by using SimCS)
Let C SimCS = {t1 , ..., tk } be a set of random weak edge cycles that are created by SimCS.
Let p̃ti be the probability that SimCS ends by outputting cycle ti under the condition that
it does not terminate with an error. Let nλ be the number of cycles in C SimCS with length
λ. Let w1 , w2 , ... be a sequence of weights and w̃λ := wλ · nλ . Then:
hP
i
1
 P∞

E
w
·
1(t
∈
C
)
·
SimCS
ub
l(t)
t∈C
p̃t
w̃λ · |(Cub )λ |
w̃
λ=1
P

= Lcc
= P∞
.
E
λ=1 w̃λ · |Cλ |
t∈C SimCS wl(t) · p̃t
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For eCES we have
LeCES
=
cc

P

t∈C eCES

wl(t) · 1(t ∈ Cub )
.
C eCES wl(t)

P

Here, C eCES is the random set of weak edge cycles that is output by eCES. A proposition
that is analogous to proposition 34 holds:
Proposition 52. (Lcc by using eCES)
Let C eCES be a random set of weak edge cycles output by eCES. For a cycle of length λ
let pλ be the probability of a path of length λ to be output by eCES. Let w1 , w2 , ... be a
sequence of weights and w̃λ := wλ · pλ . Then:
P

 P∞

E
wλ · |(Cub )λ |
t∈C eCES wl(t) 1(t ∈ C)
w̃
λ=1
P

= P∞
= Lcc
.
E
λ=1 wλ · |Cλ |
t∈C eCES wl(t)
As in the measures for FFS, the weights wi are introduced to compensate for example for
over-representation of long cycles. Both Lcp and Lcc lie between 0 and 1 and are 0 if and
only if the network has layer-structure.
There is no layer-structure analogon to cycle preference (Fcp ): Being a balanced cycle
is a global property that depends on all edges in a cycle. In the construction of cycle
preference we explicitly used the independence of the edges in a path and the closedness
of that path.
For examples of calculation of Lcp and Lcc using ePES, eSimS, eCES and SimCS for
sampling paths and cycles see section 8.

8. Evaluation of the sampling procedures
8.1. Application of the sampling procedures with various parameters
In section 5 we introduced various procedures for sampling paths and cycles. Before
analyzing the path- and cycle-based measures for the C. elegans neural network, we need
to assess the quality of results that can be obtained by the different sampling procedures.
We consider a sampling procedure as better the smaller the variance of the values for
measures obtained by various sets of sampled paths/cycles is. To assess that property, we
calculated 20 sets of sampled paths for several trial networks with varying parameters,
used them to calculate the measures from sections 6.2, 6.3 and 7.2 for feed forward and
layer-structure and assessed the resulting variances of these measures.
We varied several parameters. As networks we evaluated 100 versions of PRNs and 100
MCRNs. The measures were only calculated for samples consisting of paths with uniform
length. The path lengths were four, seven and ten. We used P Out = (0, 0, 0, 1) in
enumeration sampling for paths of length four and analogous values for the other lengths.
For each path length we applied four structures for pExt:
 uniform: Every entry in pExt is the same (e.g. pExt = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5)).
 falling: The first half of the entries is larger than the second
(e.g. pExt = (0.6, 0.6, 0.2, 0.2)).
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 growing: The second half is larger than the first (e.g. pExt = (0.2, 0.2, 0.6, 0.6)).
 first 1: The first entry is 1, all remaining entries are equal
(e.g. pExt = (1, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4)).

The actual values were chosen such that the fraction of paths that were output did not
differ between different types of pExt. We did the analysis with enumeration sampling
first, saving the number of paths that were sampled. For SimS we chose the number of
sampled paths to match the number of paths from enumeration sampling.
The best results can be obtained by using PES (or ePES, eCES for layer-structure)
with pExt of type first1 (see figure 27): The variance for pExt of type first1 has for no
measure and no path length a variance greater than three times the respective minimal
variance. Additionally, in more than half of all cases the variance for first1 was smaller
than 1.5 times the minimal variance.

8.2. Discussion of the sampling results
In figure 28 one can see that the choice of the sampling procedure can have considerable
impact on the stability of the results. While the means do not differ significantly, the
variance of the results for example for growing pExt is greater than for example for
falling pExt. One reason for the particularly bad performance of growing pExt is that
the dependencies of paths that are output by PES, ePES and eCES (see section 5.2)
are greater the greater late entries in pExt are (see equation 18).
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Figure 27: Among the sampling procedures, best results can be obtained using enumeration sampling with pExt of type first1. Evaluation of sampling procedures. The measures are Ff c (1), Fcp forward (2), Fcp backward (3), Lcp (4) and
Lcc (5). The entries in the figures represent variances for different path lengths (4,
7 and 10), different measures and different types of random networks (PRN and
MCRN). For example, the red circle in figure (a) at x = 1 represents the variance
of all 20 results that were calculated for Ff c with paths of length 4 in PRNs using pExt of the type first1. The values are normalized by dividing all results with
equal path length, network type and analyzed measure by the minimum variance
observed among the different sampling procedures.
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Figure 28: Means are equal, variances differ for different sampling procedures. Feed
forward- and layer-measures for paths of length seven for one exemplary instance of
PRN and MCRN. Every measure was calculated 20 times, every time with a new
set of sampled paths. (a) Ff c . (b) Fcp forward. (c) Fcp backward. (d) Lcp . (e) Lcc .
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After having developed measures for feed forward- and layer-structure, we will now apply
them to the C. elegans chemical synapse network. Analysis of the retina network is
not possible since available network data of it is undirected. For some connections the
direction can be inferred by previous knowledge. For example, there are no edges that
point from a ganglion cell to an amacrine or bipolar cell (Helmstaedter et al., 2013).
However, by using such information the direction of only about 61 of all edges could be
inferred so that the remaining network still was quasi undirected. Since the measures for
feed forward- and layer-structure are specifically designed for directed networks, we did
not apply them to the retina network with inferred directions.
We will start in section 9.1 with a presentation of the C. elegans neural network. In section
9.2 we will give a short presentation of the random network models we used. Afterwards
we will present in section 9.3 results of the disturbing edge analysis for feed forwardstructure and layer-structure. Then we will present results of the path- and cycle-based
measures for feed forward-structure and layer-structure in section 9.4.
The discussion of the results can be found in section 10.

9.1. C. Elegans data set and previous results of structural analysis
The reconstruction of the neural network in C. elegans was executed using serial TEM
(White et al., 1986). The nervous system of C. elegans consists of 302 neurons that have
stereotypical connections between individuals (White et al., 1986; Hall & Russell, 1991).
The nervous system can be subdivided into two sub-networks that can be analyzed separately: One sub-network consists of neurons that are connected via gap junctions, the
other sub-network consists of neurons that are connected via chemical synapses (Varshney
et al., 2011). The gap junction network consists of 279 vertices and 514 undirected edges,
with an overall connection probability of 0.013. The network is not connected, its greatest
connected component consists of 248 vertices. In the chemical synapse network there are
279 vertices with 2194 directed connections. The overall connection probability is 0.028
(see figure 29). The chemical synapse network is weakly connected, the largest strongly
connected component has 237 vertices.
The chemical synapse network and the gap junction network as well as the combination
of both are small world when compared to random reference networks. The small world
values with respect to PRNs are 2.83 for the giant component in the gap junction network,
2.3 in the greatest strongly connected component of the chemical synapse network and
2.37 for the combined network. Both sub-networks are scale free (see figure 30). Motif
analysis showed analogy to the occurrence of motifs in the cortex of mammals (Varshney
et al., 2011).
Several structural properties of the connectivity network can be related to the functional
properties of the network. For example, command inter-neurons that are associated with
locomotion turned out to be most central with respect to degree centrality. By using linear system analysis, strongly coupled sub-networks could be identified that are associated
with specific behaviors such as egg lying or social behavior (Varshney et al., 2011).
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Figure 29: Degree-distribution in the C. elegans-network Joint distribution of in- and
out-degrees of the chemical synapse network in C. elegans. Modified from Varshney
et al. (2011).
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 30: The C. elegans-network is scale-free. (a) Survival function of the degrees in
the gap junction network in C. elegans. (b) Survival function of the in-degrees in the
chemical synapse network in C. elegans. (c) Survival function of the out-degrees in
the chemical synapse network in C. elegans. Modified from Varshney et al. (2011).

9.2. Random reference networks for C. elegans
In the C. elegans chemical synapse network (from now on referenced to by C. Elegansnetwork), the overall connection probability is 0.028. It has 279 vertices. As pairwise
random networks (PRNs, see section 2.2), we constructed networks with corresponding
parameters.
Additionally, we calculated 1000 Markov chain-randomized networks (MCRNs, see section
2.2). For each MCRN, we did 106 randomization steps. On average, all edges had been
rewired at least once after a mean of n = 11 · 103 randomization steps. We employed more
than 90 · n steps.
In the analysis of path- and cycle-based measures (Ff c (sec. 6.2), Fcp (sec. 6.3), Lcp
and Lcc (sec. 7.2)) we additionally used multilayer perceptron like random networks
(MLPs). Each of them was organized in three layers, consisting of 93 vertices each. We
chose three layers since a multi layer perceptron with one hidden layer is a universal
approximator (Funahashi, 1989). The connection probabilities were chosen so that on
average the MLPs contained equally many edges as the C. elegans network. Disturbing
edges should be present with probability 0.005. They were introduced to simulate noise
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Figure 31: Adjacency matrix of the C. elegans chemical synapse network.

to a network with layer-structure. The resulting probability for layer-structure-conform
edges was 0.11.

9.3. Disturbing edges for feed forward- and layer-structure
In sections 6 and 7 we developed measures to assess layer- and feed forward-structure in
directed networks. We developed two types of measures. One was based on the minimal
number of vertices that must be removed from a network to gain a network with perfect
feed forward- or layer-structure. The other type was based on cycles in the analyzed
network. We will start with an assessment of the first type of measures. Analysis using
cycle-based measures will be presented in section 9.4.
To minimize the number of disturbing edges, we used simulated annealing for both Fde
and Lde . In case of Lde , we conducted the optimization for 2 up to a maximum of 9 layers.
We used a two step procedure as annealing step: In the first step the current configuration
was slightly randomized. In case of layer-structure, a random subset of 3 vertices was put
into a new layer. In case of feed forward-structure, we randomly permuted the positions
of ten vertices. In the second step, a local optimum was computed using algorithms 5 or
6.
For Fde we ran 100 simulated annealings on C. elegans. The minimal number of disturbing
edges thus obtained was 306, the maximal number was 310. Normalization of the number
of disturbing edges yielded Fde = 0.28. For 50 versions of PRNs and MCRNs we ran three
simulated annealings.
For MCRNs the mean minimal number of disturbing edges is 334 ± 7.7 (see figure 32b).
The normalized values were Fde = 0.3 ± 0.007. The MCRN with the smallest number
of disturbing edges had 313 disturbing edges. The mean number of disturbing edges for
PRNs was 1101 ± 30 (Fde = 1.01 ± 0.034).
For layer-structure analysis, the minimal number of disturbing edges in C. elegans was
found for 6 layers. There, 980 disturbing edges were found (Lde = 0.6). For 5 layers,
we found 981 disturbing edges, while for lengths 7, 8 and 9 we also found 980 disturbing
edges.
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Figure 32: Results of disturbing edge analysis. For PRN and MCRN, the error bars
correspond to different network instances. (a) F Fde . (b) Lde when optimizing
layer-structure for maximally 6 layers.

For comparison (figure 32a), we calculated the minimal number of disturbing edges when
PRNs and MCRNs were distributed into maximally 6 layers. As in Fde , we again used 50
instances of each random network type. Since the results of Lde for C. elegans were not
as robust as Fde , we employed more simulated annealings per random network instance:
For each instance, we ran 40 annealings.
For PRNs, we found a mean number of disturbing edges of 1367 ± 47 (Lde = 0.83 ± 0.033)
disturbing edges. Analysis of MCRNs resulted in 1097 ± 7.7 disturbing edges on average
(Lde = 0.67 ± 0.015).

9.4. Path- and Cycle-based measures
Lead by the results of the sampling procedure evaluation (section 8) we used PES, ePES
and eCES with pExt of type first1 for the following analysis. In some cases, especially
when sampling cycles, we applied values for pExt with several leading 1-entries to ensure
that enough cycles were output.
We only considered paths and cycles of length less or equal to 15. We used pOut =
(1, ..., 1). By doing so every path calculated during the sampling procedure could be used
for the analysis.
Every measure was evaluated for each path length separately, only using paths of a single
length for the calculation. For example, for paths of length 3 this corresponds to usage
of the weight vector w = (0, 0, 1).
In addition we calculated two aggregated versions of the measures: One in which every
path in the network had equal significance for the measure. We mentioned above that in
that case long cycles are overrepresented. For that reason we also calculated the measures
in a way in which each path length has the same influence.
The weights for the aggregated versions were chosen as follows: Since pOut = i for all i,
the fraction of paths of length l that were output was p1 · ... · pl (with pExt = (p1 , ..., p15 )).
In case of eCES the fraction was p1 · ... · pl+1 . For the aggregated measure in which
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p
every path is equally important for the result we used weights wp = (w1p , ..., w15
) with
p
p
1
1
wi = p1 ·...·pi (or in the case of weak edge cycles wi = p1 ·...·pi+1 ). Therefore longer paths
got a higher weight to account for the smaller probability for longer paths to be output.
For the version in which every path length has equal influence, we calculated the weights
l
for each set P of sampled paths separately. We set wl = (w1l , ..., w15
) with wil = n1i , where
ni is the number of paths of length i in P (and analogous values for cycles).
The results for the measures of feed forward-structure can be found in figure 33. Results
for layer-structure are in figure 34.
For feed forward-structure one can see that C. elegans does not contain neurons that
connect to themselves. In all random reference networks such edges are present. In C.
elegans there are more pairs of vertices that are connected in both directions than in
random networks. The longer the paths, the smaller the values for Ff c and Fcp become
in the C. elegans network. For paths with more than 3 vertices C. elegans has smaller
values for Fcp and Ff c than PRNs. If paths have more than 5 vertices the values for Fcp
and Ff c are smaller in C. elegans than in MCRNs.
When using weights wl , C. elegans has smaller values for Ff c and Fcp than PRNs but
higher values than MCRNs. With weights wp , C. elegans has smaller values Fcp and Ff c
than MCRNs and PRNs. In all conditions, MLPs have the smallest values.
For Lcp , smallest values are obtained by MLPs, followed by PRNs, MCRNs and the C.
elegans network with the largest values. For path lengths larger than 9 the values in the
C. elegans network and MCRNs do not differ. Paths with uneven length in general have
a higher fraction of unbalanced cycles among paths than paths with even length. This is
the case in all networks.
For weights wp , the results are similar to when only paths of length 15 are analyzed. If
the weights wl are used, C. elegans has the highest value, followed by MCRNs, PRNs and
MLPs.
For Lcc , all paths with uneven length have a value of 1. For all networks longer weak edge
cycles have more unbalanced cycles among them. In general, PRNs have the highest value
for Lcc , followed by MCRNs, C. elegans and MLPs. The values of the aggregated versions
have the same ordering. The range of values in PRNs and MLPs is wider than in MCRNs.
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Figure 33: Comparison of cycle-based feed forward measures. Ff c , Fcp forward and
Fcp in the C. elegans-network, PRNs and MCRNs. The measures were calculated
for paths of length 1 to 15 separately. In addition, aggregated versions are included
with weights of type wp and wl . Error bars correspond to different instances of the
random network models. (a) Fraction of cycles. (b) Cycle preference forward. (c)
Cycle preference backward.
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Figure 34: Comparison of cycle-based measures for layer-structure. Lcp and Lcc in the
C. elegans-network, PRNs and MCRNs. The measures were calculated for paths
of length 1 to 15 separately. In addition, aggregated versions are included with
weights of type wp and wl . Error bars correspond to different instances of the
random network models. (a) Lcp . (b) Lcc
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10. Discussion of the feed forward- and layer-analysis in
the C. elegans network
10.1. Feed forward-measures
Regarding disturbing edges, C. elegans is more feed forward than PRNs and MCRNs.
However, the great difference to PRNs is probably due to the degree distribution, since
the gap between PRNs and MCRNs is almost equally large. Among the 50 MCRNs that
we analyzed no network had as few disturbing edges as the C. elegans network. Therefore
it is unlikely that C. elegans has less disturbing edges than MCRNs by chance. However,
the effect is small.
The fact that we only ran three instances of simulated annealing in each random network
(see section 9.3) is not expected to have influence on the quality of the results: Judging
from the results in the C. elegans network, which yielded a maximal range of 4 disturbing
edges, the minimization procedure is sufficiently exact to ensure good results even for
small numbers of iterations.
The analysis of Ff c and Fcp gives more detailed results than Fde . For example, we have
seen that the C. elegans network has much more cycles of length two than one would
expect comparing to random networks (see section 9.4). If for two vertices v and w we
have (v, w), (w, v) ∈ E, then at least one of the two edges must be removed from the
network to gain feed forward-structure. Therefore more reciprocal connections might be
associated with more disturbing edges.
Many short cycles and few long cycles can be the consequence of a special structure in
which some highly connected clusters are connected feed forwardly (figure 35 a). If that
is the case, short paths have a high probability to stay in one cluster and therefore a
high probability to be cycles. The longer a path is, the higher is the probability for it
to leave its cluster and hence not to be a cycle. One situation in which such a topology
might occur is when several liquid state machines are assembled in a row. With the same
argumentation as for figure 35a, another possible topology where many short paths and
few long paths are cycles is a densely connected cluster that has in- and outputs which
are unconnected among each other (figure 35b). This structure could be implemented in
a liquid state machine.
By construction, MLPs have a strong feed forward-structure. The fact that MLPs have
considerably lower values for path-based feed forward-measures than all other networks
(see section 9.4) supports the assumption that Ff c and Fcp indeed are well suited indicators for feed forward-structure.
The higher values in the aggregated versions of Ff c and Fcp for weights wl in comparison
to weights wp are due to the high number of vertex pairs in the C. elegans network that
have mutual connections. The similarity of the aggregated versions for all network types
for weights wp to the results for paths of length 15 is due to the over-representation of
long paths and cycles (see section 6). The differences between both aggregated measures
suggest that it is necessary to carefully choose the weight parameters. They can have a
considerable impact on the result.
Similarities in the results for Ff c and Fcp can be explained by the fact that both measures are essentially the number of cycles, normalized in different ways. Correspondence
in in- and out-cycle preference might indicate that in C. elegans both the pre- and the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 35: Some network topologies support many short but few long cycles. (a)
A pool of clusters that are connected feed forwardly. (b) One cluster with feed
forward inputs and outputs.

post-synaptic neuron have equal influence on whether a synapse is built or not.
The means of Fcp in PRNs indeed lie around 1, as proposed by theorem 36. Although in
general the expectation of Fcp is not 1 for edge independent random networks that are
uniform within vertices, we can see now that the values for Fcp are near 1 for such networks.

10.2. Layer-measures
The results for Lde (see section 9.3) suggest that C. elegans fits slightly better in a layerstructure than random reference networks. It should be noted that although we ran the
analyses in the reference networks with initially 6 layers, it is possible that the obtained
values contain less layers: If algorithm 6 is called with maximum number of layers m and
the network structure with least disturbing edges has less than m layers, that optimal
layer-structure is output. Therefore, our results for the random networks optimize the
number of disturbing edges up to a maximum of 6 layers, but the optimal structure can
contain less than 6 layers.
Since weak edge cycles with uneven length can not be balanced, the higher values for
uneven path lengths for Lcp and Lcc (see section 9.4) are not surprising. Lower values for
MLPs in comparison with the other networks (see section 9.4) suggest that Lcp and Lcc
really measure the extent in which a network exhibits layer-structure.
Higher values for Lcp for short paths in C. elegans can be due to network structures like
mentioned earlier in the context of Ff c and Fcp (figure 35a). In that case, few unbalanced
cycles would be among long weak edge paths because long weak edge paths have a higher
probability to leave the cluster in which the start vertex is located. Less edges are present
between clusters than within clusters, which makes it less likely that weak edge paths
crossing several clusters can be closed to an unbalanced cycle. Hence lower values of Lcp
for long weak edge paths.
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As in the case of feed forward measures, the aggregated version with weights wp is dominated by the longest paths in the analysis (see section 9.4). This again emphasizes the
importance of adequate choice of the weights for the aggregated versions of Lcp and Lcc .
In the case of Lcc , the values are greater for longer cycles with even length in all network types (see section 9.4). Let v1 , ..., vn (n even) be the vertices of a weak edge path
t = {e1 , ..., en }. Let vn+1 = v1 . Assume that for each edge in t the probability that it
is of the form ek = (vk , vk+1 ) is 0.5 independently of the other edges. Then the number
of edges in t of the form (vk , vk+1 ) is binomially distributed. The probability for t to be
balanced is therefore
 
n
p = n 0.5n .
2

Since p falls with growing n, the probability of long weak edge cycles to be balanced is
smaller than for short weak edge cycles, which explains higher values of Lcc for longer
cycles.
Greater error bars in figure 34 (b) might be due to sampling problems: The parameters
in pExt had been optimized for MCRNs and slightly adapted in case of MLPs. It may
be that PRNs contain overall less weak edge cycles than MCRNs, in which case smaller
samples and more imprecise results would follow.
While Lcp has highest values for C. elegans, followed by MCRNs and PRNs, the order is
inverted for Lcc (see figure 34). C. elegans is reported to be scale-free (Varshney et al.,
2011), which implies that it has more high-degree vertices than PRNs. Weak edge paths
tend to stop in high degree vertices. High degree vertices have a higher probability to
be connected to the initial node of a weak edge path than low degree vertices. Therefore
weak edge paths have a higher probability to be closeable to weak edge cycles in scale
free networks than in PRNs. Since in Lcp only unbalanced cycles are considered, above
argumentation yields a higher number of weak edge cycles that enter the calculation of
Lcp , which results in higher values in scale free networks.
This bias is not present in Lcc . Therefore Lcc might be a more adequate measure for
layer-structure than Lcp . However, in Lcp no differentiation regarding weak edge cycles
with uneven length is possible without aggregated measures. Therefore an aggregation of
results for paths with even and uneven lengths is necessary. Apart from the aggregated
versions with weights wp and wl that we analyzed, weights could be chosen that combine
one even with one uneven path length. For example, w = (0, 0, 1, 1) would combine paths
of length 3 and 4. In that way, Lcc can be used to calculate a profile of values for different cycle lengths while cycles with uneven length still have influence on the measure.
Adequate choice of the parameters so that not longer cycles are overrepresented remains
open for future research.
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Part III.
Summary and outlook
In this thesis, we have analyzed the neural networks in mouse retina and in C. elegans.
We used existing measures for the retina network. Such an analysis had not been done
until now. We found that the degree distribution of the retina network, although being
much wider than a corresponding PRN-distribution, is not scale-free. Apart from some
vertices with degree zero, the retina network consists of one giant component. It exhibits
a more clustered structure than random reference networks. That structure is not induced
by concentrations of cells of a certain type in specific clusters. The retina network is small
world when compared to PRNs and MCRNs. Centrality measures as well as entropy measures are almost completely determined by the degree, only second order measures and
the local clustering coefficient are partly independent of it. Cell types can be determined
using machine learning approaches with the local connectivity measures as data. The
correct cell types were detected with much higher probabilities than by chance.
Since it is often difficult to interpret a measure in a context for which it was not devised,
we developed measures specifically for neural network analysis. They were designed to
assess the extent in which a directed network exhibits layer- or feed forward-structure.
Those properties were chosen since they allow comparison of biological neural networks
to artificial neural network models such as multilayer perceptrons or synfire chains.
We used these new measures to analyze the directed part of C. elegans nervous system.
In local environments, it is less feed forward than reference networks, while on longer
ranges it is more feed forward. Especially reciprocal connections between neurons are
overrepresented. The C. elegans network exhibits a stronger layer-structure than random
reference networks.
As noisy multi layer perceptron-like networks show, our new measures are well suited to
distinguish layer- and feed forward-networks from others that are not organized thus.
However, many ideas remain for future research. In the retina, no direction information
was present. Analyzing data with known direction of synapses might lead to much more
specific results and better performance of cell type classification. Developing and using more local measures might further improve the performance of the machine learning
approaches. When more training data is available, it might be feasible to assess differences in detailed cell types rather than just distinguishing between ganglion, amacrine
and bipolar cells. It will be very interesting to use the newly developed layer- and feed
forward-measures on further neural networks that will be available in near future.
While most of our analyses had a static nature, it will be interesting to analyze more
dynamic aspects of neural networks. For that, two approaches are possible. One is to
extend analysis of network dynamics and analyze which structural features have which
influence on such dynamics. Another is to regard neural networks not as static formations,
but as entities that underlie structural change. One can devise models that describe how
connections in a neural network change over time. These models can then be compared
to data from animals who have learned different tasks or which have different ages.
With advances in the acquisition of structural data, these questions promise to become
assessable in the near future.
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